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the solution
to the

With the ever increasing use of computers in
_B
business and industry, comes the continuing
^^B
problem of data retention and retrieval — where
^^B^^B B ^^B dllU
and MUW
how to
store data for quick and easy access.
IU ilUFt
Advance Industries offer
t the solution to this problem
■ the Wilson Jones
I Data Retention Systems.
These American designed systems give
| easiest possible access to printout sheets
and microfiche and at the same time
give maximum protection in a
minimum of space.
The Wilson Jones Systems are unique in their versatility and adaptability —
achieved by the exclusive modular design of the units, which enables
the user to easily add to the original system as growth requires.
For a colour brochure describing the systems in detail, mail the coupon
below or phone Advance Industries Limited — the sole Australian distributors
for the Wilson Jones Systems.
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ADVANCE
ADVANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
406 MARION STREET
BANKSTOWN, NSW, 2200.
PHONE: 708 2022.
Please send me the full colour
brochure on the Wilson Jones Systems.
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Access
Foors
Developed by Floating Floors Inc., Ohio,
for use in data processing installations, the
Infinite Access Air Plenum system of flooring
illustrated, meets the needs of modern
technology in a wide variety of situations.
The Floating Floor offers the tremendous
advantage of concealing all services. Cables,
piping and ductwork are completely protected at
all times. Each panel is precision manufactured
of high pressure die-cast aluminium to
guarantee limitless rearrangement by simply
lifting and moving panels. This enables
maintenance and reworking to proceed with no
waste of time or disturbance to operations.
The Rintoul Infinite access floor (not
illustrated) was developed by this company
as a less expensive solution to the usual flooring
problems associated with E.D.P. equipment
and open landscaped offices.
The major difference between these two types
of floors is the use of 'rails' in the 'Rintoul' floor.
The somewhat higher original cost of the
Floating Floors' system can be offset over many
years of savings on relocation, modernisation
and maintenance without any excessive
rearrangement cost.

Rintoul
Pty. Ltd.
PARTITIONS AND JOINERY MANUFACTURERS

10 Minogue Crescent, Glebe, N.S.W.
Telephone 660 6677

Sole Australian agents, for Floating
Floors, Inc., Toledo, U.S.A.
Manufacturers- of Infinite
Access Floors
RC73

_
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UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES
Single and Three-phase
1 to 2000 KVA

300 KVA U.P.S. Feeding Computer Room

Move against
your precision power
problems

Westinghouse Electric
Austra asia Limited
Drives and Systems

Commercial power sources are subject to
transients and interruptions beyond their
control. Your key computers and other
critical loads need U.P.S. protection.

99 CARNARVON STREET, AUBURN
NSW, 2144 — Telephone (02) 648 4766
Ask about the
"CONSULTANT'S GUIDE TO UPS SYSTEMS"

You need protection too. Be sure you specify
the most efficient form of U.P.S. investment.

State Sales Offices
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
BRISBANE
ADELAIDE
PERTH

02)

(

72 0401

(03) 63 5358
(072) 91 3243
(08) 296 5266
(092) 30 1711

Know the answers to the important questions
affecting the success of your U.P.S. installation.
Work with Westinghouse for the best strategy
... we'll help you make it happen.
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The future of any company
depends upon the quality
of its information processing
systems.
That means efficiency,
not only for your day-by-day
bookkeeping, but for the
vital management reports
you need to keep your
company competitive.
You can't make sound
decisions based on stale
information.
Our business is providing
you with systems that make

sure the facts you get
today aren't the facts you
needed last week.
So your market results,
production schedules and
warehouse orders get to
where they need to go fast.
You know where you are
and where you're going.
NCR offers the most
comprehensive range of
computers and business
machines in Australia. The
more information you need,
the more you need us . . .

The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

to help you prepare for
tomorrow.
Just give us a call today.
Sydney 211-2188. Melbourne 328-0481.
Canberra 48-6111. Newcastle 2-4837.
Brisbane 21-5211. Perth 25-7299.
Townsville 72-1722. Adelaide 51-8411.
Hobart 34-3887.

NCR INFORMATION SYSTEMS
BETTER WAYS TO DO BUSINESS

NCR

If you have a humidity problem. . .
you need us. . .

BLACKMORE & SINGLEMAN Blackmore & Singleman Pty. Ltd. offer
a new range of “OASIS” Dehumidifiers.
Now available in two models.

f.f.r & SINGLEMAN

Automatic humidistat control: All models dial
controlled, adjustable humidistat automatically
turns dehumidifier on or off as needed. Control
also has “Off” and “Continuous Run” positions.
Automatic Overflow Protection: All models are
automatically turned off when moisture container
is full. Red light signals that power is on but
unit is not operating because mositure container
is full.
Moisture Container: Injection-moulded, impactresistant polystyrene, 10 quart capacity. Hand
grips on sides of moisture container for easy
emptying. Threaded fitting on drip tray for con
nection of garden hose to direct moisture to drain.
Power Supply: All models operate on 240 volt.
For convenience, long life and trouble free
operation, the “Oasis” also provides protection
against mildew, rust and dampness.

turmawm

Blackmore & Singleman have the technical staff to advise and supply you with
the following equipment:
•
®
•
•
®

Air Conditioning Equipment
Canteen Refrigeration Equipment
Chiller Sets
Dehumidifiers
Low Temperature Cabinets for Laboratories or research
work
• Film Laboratory Water Coolers
• High and Low Temperature Coolrooms
• Drinking Bubblers /
® Plastic Printing Roller Coolers

®
®
®
•
®
®
•

Converter Coolers
Industrial Water Coolers
Die Temperature Controllers
Water Cooling Towers
Mould Heaters
Laboratory Heater/Coolers
Or any other problems you may have with heating
of cooling
• Air Drying Equipment

BLACKMORE & SINGLEMAN -

99 Chapel Street, Marrickville, N.S.W.

iv

Telephone 560 9188 (5 lines)
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We want your
power problem
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Throughout Australia Natronic A.C. Voltage Stabilisers are at work 24 hours a day
silently and inexpensively protecting computer systems from excessive mains
variations and transient voltage spikes. The system reliability thus achieved directly
reduces costly service calls, computer down time and consequently promotes good
customer relations.
Available in ratings up to 60KVA, each unit is extremely compact and individually
styled to naturally complement its computer room surroundings. A typical three phase
unit requires no more space than a small filing cabinet.
We could fill pages with advantages offered by Natronics Stabilisers, but prefer you
meet our experienced Sales Engineer and discuss your particular problem.

NATRONICS PTY. LIMITED
fjn77\

THE CRESCENT, KINGSGROVE, N.S.W. Ph. 500111.

THE EQUIPMENT DIVISION OF IRH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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Everyone is talking about the OpScan 37 OCR system!!!
Can you believe the
monthly rental is
as low as $1,100
for an OCR system.

Did you see the
program sheet feature?
Their documents
can be designed
in any way.

I like the fact that
Australian Datronics
has nationwide service
and complete
user backup.

It reads OCR-A
and hand-print too!

Have you seen the
error correction?
They have both
on-line and document
return correction.

It's an
OoScan 37.

Wait until I tell
my boss about
this low-cost
OCR system.

What's an
ODScan37—?
37—?
ODScan
My feet hurt.

£ >

Contact us today.
We'll give you more good
reasons why everyone is
talking about the OpScan 37.

DATRONICS
Australian Datronics Ltd. 77 Lithgow St., St. Leonards Sydney 2065. 439-4155
VIC. Australian Datronics Ltd., 131 Sturt St, Sth. Melb. 3205. 699-1733.
S.A. Computer Management Centre, 123 Sth. Terrace, Adelaide 5000. 51-4708.
QLD. Queensland Computer Services, 12 Boundary St., West End 4104. 44-0111.
N.Z. Computer Equipment Ltd., 55 Knights Rd„ Lower Hutt, N.Z. 6-4149.
AD.P16
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News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World” is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.

PHILIPS WINS LARGEST EVER 4800 BIT
DATA MODEM ORDER
The largest order ever placed for 4800 bit short haul
data modems has been awarded to Philips-TMC
(Telephone).
Worth more than $200,000, the units have been
ordered by the Australian Post Office.
The desk-top mounted modems are designed for use
in subscribers’ premises in conjunction with computer
terminals.
The Modems convert computer input-output signals
to a structure suitable for transmission over the existing
telephone network.
Supply of the modems is to be completed by June
next year.

ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS WITH
COMPUTER UPGRADING SOLVED
The upgrading of computer systems to match the
increased needs of a company often results in a defi
ciency in associated service equipment.
An upgraded computer system will normally exceed
the capacity and fixed grid air pattern of the original
air conditioning system.
Existing air conditioning systems invariably prove
inadequate and inflexible to the changing configuration
of the new series computers.
A new unit, which has been specifically designed
for air conditioning computer rooms, could provide
an ideal answer to meeting the additional demands of
upgraded computers in the industry.
The conditioning unit, the Denco Miller Computaire
Mark 4, is a completely self-contained conditioner
which has been designed to fulfil computer room needs
yet occupy a minimum of floor space.
Atlas Air Pty. Ltd., one of Australia’s leading air
conditioning consultants, distribute the Denco Miller
unit in Australia.

in-house effort to write one’s own data base system is
no longer necessary or desirable.”
CSA’s DML software is arguably the simplest,
easiest and quickest possible way to get a data base
application up and running. The INFONET system
is so geared up to handle DML that a manager, with
out extensive knowledge of computers, can be extract
ing information himself from a data base of up to
eight million characters in size within two weeks.
Other systems to be released by CSA will allow
creation of data bases of up to 24 million characters
(or even much more) with complex handling capabili
ties.
The beauty of these systems is that the user does not
commit any of his existing hardware resources to their
operation. CSA’s big INFONET system can cope with
it all by remote access methods.
Computer Sciences Australia (CSA) is a professional
organisation offering computer services through com
munications network plus consulting and other related
services in the information sciences.

PBS RING KING VISIBLES
Pacific Business Systems Ring King Visibles is one
of the latest developments in microphoto storage and
retrieval. It is a totally new idea in microfiche and aper
ture card housing. The range consists of four (4) basic
units, Easel Binders, Desk Stands, Rotary Stands and
Read-R-Rak.
The Easel Binder is the portable model and is easily

WHO’S AFRAID OF DATA BASE?
An American visitor to the ACS NSW branch
conference at Terrigal this year was genuinely puzzled
by the Australian tendency to regard data base appli
cations as ‘blue sky’.
One speaker at the conference summed up data base
thus: “The sheer size and complexity of it has
frightened many off”.
But Data Base is an accepted application in the
U.S. Our speaker pointed out: “Some have been
tempted to achieve a MIS with the use of existing
data files . . . the defects of such an approach have
been brought out and the arguments are compelling.”
Perhaps data base need not be as difficult as we
think. Another conference quote: “The growth of . . .
data base software has meant that the considerable
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

EASEL BINDER
DESK STAND

ROTARY STAND
vii

carried under arm. Available in a range of sizes and
files from 20 to over 400 fiche.
The Desk Stand is a large capacity desk top system
and will house as many as 5220 microfiche all visible
within seconds for fast filing and retrieval.
The Rotary Stand revolves at the touch of a finger.
Houses up to 5800 fiche titles, has the maximum filing
for the minimum space.
Read-R-Rak is the first microfiche storage and re
trieval system designed to attach directly to a micro
fiche reader or reader printer. It places from 22 to
over 650 microfiche at your fingertips. It can store
over 70,000 pages of information at each work station.

V.H.R. HIGH SAFETY GLASS FOR
GLAZING OF COMPUTER CENTRES
Glaverbel-Mecaniver S.A., of Belgium, one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of all types of flat glass
for glazing, through their Australian agents, Kenneth
H. Brock & Son Pty. Ltd., Victoria, have introduced
a new specialty glass sold under the brand name
“V.H.R.”
The V.H.R. process (actually a series of processes)
gives the glass exceptionally high mechanical resistance
—it is about ten times higher than that of ordinary
annealed glass and about twice as strong as toughened
glass of the same thickness. The V.H.R. process is
unique too in that it can be applied to all types of
glass, either hollow or flat, and all thicknesses.

■

'•
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Amrotank Computer Centre, Holland
Various qualities of V.H.R. are available according
to the type of security required. V.H.R. has been
successfully used in practically every Computer Centre
constructed in Belgium and Holland during the last
two years.

SLIDE AWAY AND MOBILE COMPUTER
PRINTOUT STORAGE SYSTEM
The systematic filing and storage of the masses of
accumulated statistics, reams of computer printout and
necessary data for business management is the main
aim of Accodata.
The PBS Accodata system facilitates the sorting out

put it on the line...
ONE
LINE
THAT
IS
By using the n<zw Racal-Milgo T-20 Timeplexer
you can now connect a number of low speed
remote terminals to the one duplex leased line.
The T-20 Multiplexer offers the user numerous unique advantages in
Time Division Multiplexing situations, including:
• Where terminals of differing speeds must be multiplexed together.
• Where' Central Site system supervision is required.
• Where reliability, and ease of maintenance together with low cost
are of paramount importance.
/
Contact your nearest RACAL office now fora detailed specification
of the T-20 Timeplexer.

The Electronics Group

vm

Data Terminal to C.P.U. transmission.

Duplex Leased Line

Low Speed
Inputs/Outputs

INSTRUMENTATION & DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION,
Racal Electronics Pty Ltd, 47 Talavera Rd, North Ryde 2113. 888-6444
Melbourne: 51-9994 • Canberra: 86-1267 • Wellington N.Z. 41-608
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... with the WEIRCLIFFE model 8
magnetic bulk tape eraser you can
erase any saturated magnetic tape
or film up to 2" wide on any type
of reel up to 141/*" diameter 06" with
the model 9) to a level of better than
-80db in 10-14 seconds (total operating
time).

of information in seconds—-giving immediate reference
to the exact data needed. It is a lateral filing system
that utilises slide away storage with, top tab, side tab
or sheet indexing as well as colour coding.
The Accodata system can be easily adapted to fit all
existing printout binders and is currently available in
lateral ranks consisting of extra wide steel racks com
plete with metal counter tops. Available in 4-tier and
2-tier styles. The Accodata trolley allows current files
to be easily moved from one work station to another
and easy desk side reference. The slide away system
aids accurate refiling of binders after use. It also
means no messy stacks and needles piling and unpiling
of binders.
Available from: Pacific Business Systems Pty. Ltd.,
211 Pacific Highway, North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060.

NEW ZETA SUPER SPEED 36-INCH
REMOTE PLOTTER INTRODUCED
A new ultra-high-speed 36-inch remote digital plotter,
capable of operating at 3240 steps per second at 2.5 mils
is now available from EAI-Electronic Associates Pty.
Limited.
Called the Model 3640 and hailed by EAI as the
first realistic cost performance alternative to off-line
plotting systems, the plotter has the ability to plot at
speeds up to 8.1 inches per second (11.3 inches per
second in the diagonals). Moreover, it can be located
right in the data user’s plant or office. A 30 cps tele
phone hookup to the central computer is all that is
required. Typically, off-line systems are located im
mediately adjacent to the computer room. Plotter data
is then mailed or otherwise conveyed to individual
users. Delays of several days are not uncommon.
The 3640 user gains more than the benefit of fast
data turn-around. He also benefits from a substantially
reduced capital expenditure for his plotting system.
While speed is a standout feature of the new Zeta
Model 3640, the system combines a whole host of
time-saving and efficiency features. It is supported by
a complete set of industry standard plotting sub
routines. Four pens are standard and each pen can
plot the full 34-inch plotting width. Total plotting
area is 34 inches by 120 feet with use of standard
roll-fed plotting paper.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

HBI8GUFF& SULK &

NATO CAT. No. 5835-99-972-5371.

It is generally agreed that WEIRCLIFFE
erasers have a greater erase factor than any
other known make and no authority has yet
produced a tape or recorded a signal, be
the content data audio pulsed or video that
is not cleanly erased to between 80db and
90db below saturation recording level.
WEIRCLIFFE — the world’s leading manu
facturer of bulk erase equipment for mag
netic tape and film. For further information
contact the sole agents for the South Pacific
region.
To: GRANTHAM PTY. LTD.
138 Gilles St., Adelaide, S.A. 5000.
Please let me have further information on the
WEIRCLIFFE erasers.
Name................................................................................
Position............................................................................
Company..........................................................................
Address............................................................................

ix

Literature on the new Model 3640 Zeta Remote
Plotter is available upon request to: Mr. Richard V.
Kossenberg, EAI-Electronic Associates Pty. Limited,
48 Atchison Street, St. Leonards, NSW 2065.

FREE TEMPLATE FOR D-116 AND
NOVA 1200 SERIES COMPUTERS
Digital Computer Controls is offering an unique
computer programming aid free to users of the Digital
Computer D-116 and the Data General NOVA 1200
series minicomputers.
The paper Data Lamp Decoder template affixes to
the front panel and provides the system programmer
with an easily read interpretation of the computer’s
data lamp instructions. This handy overlay eliminates
translation errors.
Requests should be made to Data Lamp Decoder,
Digital Computer Controls, 12 Industrial Road, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 U.S.A., indicating the com
puter model and quantity. All reasonable inquiries
will be honoured until the supply is exhausted.
Jacoby Mitchell Ltd., Data Systems Dept, are the
local agents.

TRAINING PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCED
A series of audio-visual data processing training
programs has been announced by the Data Recording
Products Division of 3M Australia.
Sales and Marketing Manager for the Division, Mr.
Neville Sully, said the series consisted of three sound
and slide programs, each of less than 25 minutes dura
tion, supported by specially prepared handout material.
The programs, entitled “Cause and Effect of Tape
Dropout”, “Handling and Storage of Tape” and
“Handling and Storage of Disk Packs”, are designed
for presentation within the EDP Centre.
Mr. Sully said the programs were developed by 3M's
Technical Laboratory in the U.S. to meet the needs
of EDP managers in their operator training programs.
A brochure, outlining each of the programs, is avail
able on request through any 3M Data Recording Pro
ducts Representative, at any 3M Branch or from Mr.
Neville Sully at 3M Head Office, 950 Pacific Highway,
Pymble, phone Sydney 498-0033. P.O. Box No. 99
Pymble, N.S.W. 2073.

WESTINGHOUSE WINS W.A. CONTROL
CONTRACT
The State Electricity Commission of Western Aus
tralia has awarded a contract to Westinghouse Electric
Australasia Limited for a computer based remote con
trol and data acquisition system. The system will
monitor and control the new 330 KV transmission
system supplying bulk' electricity to Perth and Western
Australia.
The equipment, manufactured by the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, consists of a “W2500” central
processor, colour Video displays with limited graphics,
and “Redac” terminals located at the Northern Ter
minal and Kwinana which are connected via private
PMG lines to the W2500 central processor located at
the East Perth Control Centre.

The Westinghouse Electric equipment will monitor
the performance of transformers, circuit breakers, and
associated switch yard equipment to detect and high
light abnormal and alarm conditions on a colour
C.R.T. screen located at the East Perth Control Centre.
This will enable the operator to take immediate cor
rective action to assure a reliable supply of electricity

AWA DATA SYSTEMS
... LEADERS INj(COMMUNICATIONS
VTE

mmunication
Computbl
anything

Terminal

selectable fo#
mode.

block

DATASCRIPTER (by Kleinschmidt) Printer Term
inal, TTY compatible 30
CPS impact printer in
receive only or send/re
ceive configuration. Plug
compatible to our VDUs.
In addition, colour VDU, Fac
simile equipment, OCR, line
printer, etc., etc.
All are available individually or
as part of turnkey mini systems
designed, programmed and sup
ported throughout Australia by
AWA DATA SYSTEMS.
for more information contact:
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED
AWA DATA SYSTEMS.
P.O. BOX 96 NORTH RYDE 2113
TELEPHONE 888 8111
TELEGRAMS "WIRELESS" SYDNEY
TELEX 20623
OR YOUR NEAREST BRANCH—

WE’RE IN ALL STATES, AND REGIONAL CENTRES.
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to all consumers while, at the same time, reducing
operating and maintenance costs. The operator will
be able to control the transmission of electrical power
via the same colour Video screen with complete con
fidence since the Westinghouse Electric equipment has
a very sophisticated technique to provide high security.
Information regarding the switchyard is encoded by
the “Redac” terminals into 32 bit words. Every several
seconds the “W2500” central processor requests this
information be transmitted over the PMG lines for
processing and Video display in a graphic format.
Control of transformer position and circuit breaker
status is performed using a “Check-back-beforeoperate” technique for added security.

NEW SPINE BINDING MACHINE IDEAL
FOR COMPUTER PRINT-OUTS

The new Model 8, designed for small and medium
sized business firms, is a cardless computing system
which can be used either for batch processing, using
a directly-attached 3741 data entry station for input
and output, or using the 3270 Information Display
System, on-line for data entry or inquiry.
The main processing unit is available in four sizes
ranging from 16,384 to 65,536 bytes of memory, each
operating with the same instruction sets, cycle time
and access speeds as the larger System/3 Model 10.
Main storage in the new Model ,8 consist of advanced
Metaloxide Semi-conductor Field Effect Transistor
(MOSFET) technology. System logic employs highly
integrated Monolithic Systems Technology (MST).
A new feature, the Integrated Communications
Adapter (ICA) permits one remote and two local
communications lines to be connected to the Model 8,
increasing the range of capabilities for a user at a low
cost. Standard binary synchonous communications also
are offered, in addition to ICA, for those with larger
teleprocessing needs.
The Model 8 was developed at the General Systems
Division facility in Rochester, Minnesota, U.S.A., and
is manufactured at IBM’s facilities in Boca Raton,
Florida, U.S.A. and Vimercate, Italy.
The Model 8 will be available to customers begin
ning in May 1975.

LOW-COST ELECTRONIC
DIGITIZER/PLANIMETER
Datamatic Crows Nest, N.S.W., have recently become
sole Australian distributors for the Nuinonics range of

Simplex “Perfecta” Spine Binder
Business Aids Pty. Ltd. have announced the avail
ability of a new Simplex spine binding machine which
is particularly suitable for computer print-out and other
forms.
The Simplex “Perfecta” will bind up to 3in. in thick
ness and 18in. in length and produces bound work
of strength and permanence, pages opening flat and
turning easily. Spine binding is used extensievly in
the ‘paper book’ industry and is widely accepted as an
inexpensive, efficient method of binding.
The new “Perfecta” incorporates a fan controlled
blower heater and the machine’s welding process is
automatic and fast. A junior can produce up to forty
20-page booklets in one operation in just five minutes.

Computer Time
Available
CONFIGURATION:
32K HONEYWELL H—115
4 x 44 KC Tape Units
1 x 900 LPM Printer
1 x 450 CPM Card Reader
Twin 155 Disks
Situated at Circular Quay
Please Contact: Mr. N. Greene
Sydney 2-0567 ext. 255
ALLIANCE HOLDINGS
LIMITED,
19-31 PITT STREET
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000

NEW MODEL OF SYSTEM/3
ANNOUNCED
A new model of its System/3 line of computers was
announced recently by IBM Australia. The System/3
Model 8 combines compactness, low cost and flexibility
in a single system.
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equipments. “Graphics Calculator” is a term devised
by Numonics to describe a group of instruments which
convert graphic data to digital information.
The Graphics Calculator can be a stand-alone device
such as an electronic planimeter (area calculator) or
a length calculator (for measurement of sinuous path
lengths). Alternatively, digitizer versions are available
which can be used as peripheral devices to a wide
range of mini computers and scientific calculators.
Graphics Calculator can also be combinations of
digitizers and stand-alone area or length calculators.
Further interfaces are available for off line recording
on tape cassette, paper tape, cards etc.
Each calculator is predicated on the Cartesian co
ordinate system as a means to specify the position of
a point on a plane surface and uses an optical coding
system to determine the co-ordinates. These co
ordinates can then be displayed, transmitted to an
external computing device or manipulated to determine
area or length. The origin can be set anywhere within
the reading area and translated or shifted in any
direction.

“MIRAC” BUSINESS DATA SYSTEM
FOR AUSTRALIA
The National Library of Australia in Canberra has
recently placed an order for the MIRAC system of
storing company reports and accounts on microfiche.
This system gives subscribers access to vital documen
tation on up to 3200 U.K. quoted companies back to
1968, and is updated regularly with new reports when
ever they are published.
The data is stored in a compact cabinet and is
accessible through an ordinary microfiche viewer or
one which also produces a hard copy print.
MIRAC is a joint development between the LowndesAjax Computer Service and the Financial Times Limi
ted, London. A spokesman for the companies said
that many of the major banks and stockbrokers were
already subscribers but that the National Library of
Australia was the most important public institution
overseas to adopt the system so far.

FERRANTI WIN LARGEST EVER EXPORT
ORDER FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SIMULATOR
The Australian Government has awarded a contract
to the Digital Systems Division of Ferranti Limited for
an Air Traffic Control simulator.
The simulator will be installed at the ATC Centre at
Sydney.
Costing more than $1,062,000 the simulator, though
similar to those supplied by Ferranti to the CAA in the
United Kingdom, and to Holland, Denmark and Italy,
is significantly more complex.
It includes displays and computer input devices of
the type used in the Australian operational ATC sys
tems, and its design will allow simulation of the second
stage in ATC automation when introduced in the
Commonwealth in the last half of the 1970’s.
The simulator will be used for training and evalua
tion.
The Department of Transport in Australia intends
xii

to provide similar equipment for the ATC Centre at
Melbourne, and the Ferranti contract includes an
option on the purchase of this second equipment.
Much of the work on the refinement of the simulator
specification has been carried out in close co-operation
between the Department of Transport and Ferranti
for more than two years.
The simulator is due to go into operation in Sydney
in 1976.
This is the ninth major order to be placed on Ferranti
for air traffic control equipment.
During the past 15 years the Company’s Digital
Systems Division has built up considerable experience
and expertise in the use of computer-based ATC sys
tems for both operational use as well as for training.
In addition to the systems mentioned above, the first
Ferranti simulator for South East Asia is already in
course of manufacture and will be installed in Taiwan
early in 1975.

DATA SYSTEM TAILORED TO
CUSTOMER’S SPECIFICATIONS
A computerised industrial control and supervision
data system, which can easily be adapted to a client’s
specific needs, has been developed by a British firm
after a long-term study and analysis of customer
problems.
The system, which offers comprehensive plant con
trol, utilises sophisticated hardware and software pack
ages to provide a high degree of security, reliability
and flexibility.
The basic hardware comprises an 8K word data
processor plus a 64K disc memory, a video display
unit, operator’s keyboard and teletyping machine.
Included in the basic software package are data
acquisition, logging and display of up to 800 status
indications, 400 analogue measurements and integrated
totals, and 200 two-state controls.
Systems can be expanded to provide an almost un
limited capacity.
For example, the data processor can be adapted to
32K words, plus 1.2M word discs, while additional
display screens, silently operating teletyping equipment
and a master communication link station may be
added.
An extensive range of optional equipment can also
be supplied including data processors with a capacity
of up to 128K words, dual processor systems, colour
video display units with mimic style drawings and
‘golfbalP printers.
A comprehensive telecontrol link to accommodate
up to 256 sub-stations on a single circuit has also been
developed.
Each of these sub-stations has a capacity of 160
analogue or 2,560 status indications or 450 two-state
controls and can be further expanded by supplementary
racks.
Other features of the telecontrol link are its high
security, immunity to noise, flexibility and potential
for expansion.
Australian agent is Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co.
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd., Newport, Victoria.
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The Design of Flog, an Automatic
Flowchart Generator
By Richard P. Watkins*

This paper provides a detailed discussion of the design principles of an automatic flowchart generator
and is a sequel to Watkins (1973b). FLOG produces high quality two-dimensional flowcharts from a
graphical analysis of the source Fortran program. The paper commences with a theoretical study of
flowchart design. This begins with an introduction to the linear notation used for graph representation
and is followed by a consideration of design criteria. These two areas lead to the development of
theorems for flowchart segmentation. The second part of the paper is a description of the main features
of FLOG, concentrating on the problems of segmentation and the construction of effective twodimensional symbol layouts. The paper concludes with a critical discussion of faults of FLOG.

“The primary functions of the flowchart are to
provide him (the programmer) with a better insight
to his problem while preparing the program and to
document and explain the program to others who
might want to use it.”
(Price, 1968.)
1. THE KRIDER NOTATION FOR DIGRAPHS
Although this paper assumes familiarity with graph
theory, the following basic definitions are given to
introduce the notation used in the sequel.
A finite directed graph, digraph, G is denoted by the
ordered pair (A, R> where A is a finite set and A is a
subset of the Cartesian product A X A. Members of A
are nodes of the digraph and an ordered pair <p, q>,
belonging to R, is an arc in G.
If A is a subset of A, then the number of arcs belong
ing to {<p, r/> | p e X, q $ X} is the outdegree of X,
written od(X). Similarly, the indegree of X is defined as
{(p, <7> I P
= id (X). It follows that a digraph
G = <A, A) is connected if, for every non-empty proper
subset X of A, one or both of od(X) # 0 and id{X) X 0
holds.
A sequence of nodes and arcs au (ax, a2>, a2, <a2, a3>,
a3, . . .
aX), an is a path from ax to a„. If all the
nodes on-a path are distinct then the path is a chain',
if an = ax and all other nodes are distinct the path is a
cycle.
For convenience, an arc </?, q) will be represented by
p -> q, and a path or chain from p to q by p => q. If
p -> q and q -> s then the path p => s can be written as
p -5- <7 -^s. Similarly, p q, q => s, s h>- r can be expressed
as p —> q => j
r.
The linear notation for directed graphs outlined below
was first proposed by Krider (1964) and extended by
Berztiss and Watkins (1969). Detailed discussions of this
notation, together with .theorems and algorithms can be
found in Berztiss (1971) and Watkins (1972).
The Krider notation is based on representing an arc
of a digraph by means of a prefix form. The symbol *,
the K-operator, preceding two node symbols denotes an
arc from the first to the second. Thus *p q represents the
arc p -> q. If a node p has, say, three destinations a, b,

c the Krider form for the sub-digraph is '***p a b c,
where the number of K-operators is equal to the number
of arcs. This string is interpreted as “p goes to a, b and
c.” It is apparent that the Krider form ***p a c b has
the same meaning in the sense that it represents the same
digraph. Using the example above, now assume that b
has destinations x, y and z. This structure can be repre
sented by ***b x y z and can be substituted into the first
string in place of the symbol b giving ***/; a ***b xy z c.
This composite string is interpreted as meaning “p goes
to a, b which goes in turn to x, y and z, and c.” These
strings are called K-formulae. Both the syntax and seman
tics of K-formulae are specified by the following three
definitions.
Definition 1. (a) A node symbol is a K-formula.
(b) If A and B are K-formulae then *A B is
a K-formula.
Definition 2. (a) If a K-formula is of the form * . . .
*p . . . where p is the leftmost node
symbol in the string, then it is the Kformula of the node p, and p is the lead
ing node of the K-formula.
(b) If an occurrence of a node symbol is
preceded by one or more *s it is an
active node symbol.
Definition 3. (a) A K-formula consisting of a single node
symbol a represents a directed graph
made up of a single isolated node
labelled a.
(,b) Let A and B be K-formulae with leading
nodes a and b respectively, and let these
K-formulae represent digraphs GA and
Gb• Then the K-formula *A B repre
sents a connected digraph consisting of
Ga, Gb and the arc a -*■ b.
For example, the digraph of Figure 1 can be repre
sented by the K-formula:
*1 *2 **3 *4 *5 *6 *1 8 *9 **10 *13 *14 *15 16 *11
*12 *8 *16 *17 18

^Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Victoria 3000
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This definition follows from the recursive nature of
Definition 1, which allows sub-strings of K-formulae to
be considered as K-formulae in their own right. It follows
that if q is the leading node of At and At is a sub Kformula of p, then p -> q exists in the digraph.
Theorem 1. If IE is a K-formula of a node p and q is any
node symbol within W, then there exists at
least one path p => q.
Theorem 2. Any K-formula of n,+ 1 node symbols con
tains n K-operators/
Theorem 3. Symbols of two nodes belonging to the same
node base of a digraph cannot appear in the
one K-formula.
The proofs of these three results can be found in
Watkins (1972). Theorem 3 proves that some digraphs
cannot be represented by a single K-formula. Related to
Theorem 2 is an alternative iterative definition of a Kformula.
Definition 5. Let ax a2 a3 . . . an be a string of n symbols
which are either *s or node symbols. Con
sider the sub-string a, a2 % . . . a{ and let
Ai = the number of *s
and Ni = the number of node symbols in
this sub-string. Then the string a, a2 a3. . ,an
is a K-formula if, for all i = 1, 2, 3, ... ,
n-l Ni < A{ and Nn = An + 1.

Figure 1

This formula can be built up (or analysed) from right to
left using the above definitions.
Note that several alternative K-formulae can be
developed for a particular digraph; most trivially, **a b
c and **a c b are clearly equivalent. The transformation
rules for generating these alternative forms appear
in Berztiss (1971) and Watkins (1972). As many of these
alternative representations of a digraph are of little use
we will impose two restrictions on the type of K-formulae
to be considered:
(a) Each node symbol of the digraph occurs at most
once preceded by *s in the K-formula; that is,
there is only one active occurrence of a node
symbol.
(b) Every arc of the digraph is represented exactly
once in the K-formula.
Definition 4. If a K-formula is of the form:
. . . *np Aj A2 A3 . . . An . . .
where Au A2,
, An are K-formulae by
Definition 1, then At, A2, . . . , A„ are sub
K-formulae of the node p. The symbol *”
represents a string of n consecutive *s.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

2. DESIGN CRITERIA
Everyone has some intuitive concept of flowcharting.
That intuition is inadequate becomes clear when we
attempt to formally define flowcharts or try to lay down
design criteria for a flowchart generator. Symptomatic of
this failure is the existence of reasonable flowchart
standards (ANSI, 1971, and SAA, 1969) together with
frequent disregard for them; for example, see Knuth
(1968) and Galler and Perlis (1970).
The design of the automatic flowchart generator FLOG
is based on the assumption (or axiom) that flowcharting
is used for man-to-man documentation of algorithms.
This axiom enables other structures, such as system
charts, to be eliminated from our consideration. (It
ought to be stressed that there are many things like flow
charts which should be regarded as distinct yet related
notations. In the same way as we cannot say that PL/I
is Algol, but only similar to or derived from Algol, it is
wrong to suggest that a PERT network or a system chart
is a flowchart.)
On the basis of this axiom, the most significant fea
tures of a flowchart are:
(«) pictorial layout in two dimensions;
(,b) segmentation into pages; and
(c) the ability to represent the algorithm (or program)
at a number of levels of detail (Watkins, 1973b).
In justifying these design goals the following points
should be noted.
(a) Pictorial layout. A primary advantage of flow
charting (over linear notations) in a man-to-man environ
ment is the appeal to the sense of vision. By making use
of human pattern recognition abilities it is possible to
create documentations which enable the user to extract a
significant amount of information by visual scanning
processes. In particular, the flow of control and opera
tion types can be determined at a glance from inter
99
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connecting lines and box symbols. This suggests two
things. Firstly, some standardization of symbol shapes is
desirable but, in the man-to-man context, this may not
have to be absolutely rigorous. Secondly, maintenance
of visually recognizable interconnections is a major goal.
Thus the excessive use of connector symbols, flowchart
fragmentation (as employed by Chapin, 1970, 1971, and
Gleim, 1970) and notations derived from programming
languages (such as that of Schriber, 1969, based on the
Fortran DO statement) are contrary to this objective.
(b) Segmentation. The need to reduce large flowcharts
to manageable sections, or pages, is essential to aid
human comprehension (in contrast, see O’Brien and
Beckwith, 1968). Such paging should, ideally, break the
flowchart into a number of logically self-contained com
ponent parts which can be related to the requirement for
multilevel documentation discussed below. In order to
facilitate our understanding of this process it is convenient
to consider the corresponding flowchart digraph as defined
by Watkins (1973a):

to a misconception of the role of annotation, and it is
apparent that a number of alternative notations must be
allowed to suit the “machines” used in the documenta
tion (see Watkins, 1973a, for further discussion of this
. point).
(c)Levels of detail. If flowcharting is to be used for
documentation it follows from Watkins (1973a) that
flowcharts must be developed at a number of levels of
detail. The relationship between different flowchart
digraphs can be adequately derived from the definition
of documentation. However, the determination of suit
able machines and hence suitable methods of annotation
is much more difficult. This latter problem has been
deliberately ignored in FLOG for the reasons stated in
the paper cited above.
The above discussion outlines the design criteria
which were developed during work on FLOG. In the
sequel the structure of FLOG is described in the light of
these conditions with most emphasis being placed on
critical evaluation of the problems encountered.

Definition 6. A procedure in a machine M can be
described, in part, by a quadruple (S, A,
E, 1') where:
(i) S = {.?!, s2,
, s,,} is a set of state
ments (non-empty), E Cl S is a non
empty set of entry points, and T C S
is a set of terminal points (which may
be empty).
(ii) A is an n x n matrix such that a{j =
1 if control may pass from s{ to sh
and au = 0 otherwise.
(iii) Column / of A is zero if and only if
E: row j of A is zero if and only if

3. FLOWCHART SEGMENTATION
Most work in the field of digraph segmentation has
been concerned with the problem of program segmenta
tion where the frequency structure of the digraph (theexpected number of times each node will be executed) is
of primary interest. In contrast, flowchart segmentation
must be based on the logical structure of the digraph and
different definitions and techniques must be used.

Sj (r T.

(iv) For every element st e S, st is reach
able from some member of E, and
some member of T (if any) is reach
able from st.
The Si are interpreted as nodes of a directed
graph with adjacency matrix A. Non-zero
elements of A, which correspond to arcs of
the digraph, stand for possible transfers of
control. This digraph is called the flow
chart digraph of the procedure in M.
In this definition it is assumed that we are considering
a procedure (or program) designed to execute on a
machine M. Thus the procedure may be a Fortran pro
gram for a Fortran machine simulated on a digital com
puter by means of a compiler (see Watkins, 1973a).
Definition 6 can be extended to cover most features of
flowcharts (Watkins, 1972) but this formalism is unneces
sary here. It is, however, worth noting that the definition
suggests that a flowchart is a representation of a proce
dure. In other words, it is exactly the original procedure
with the structural inter-relation of the individual steps
displayed explicitly and the steps themselves shown in a
different (but logically equivalent) arrangement. Thus the
FLOG flowcharts illustrating this paper are flowcharts
of Fortran procedures (and should be annotated with
Fortran statements). As a consequence it is not possible
to propose a standard annotation for flowcharts as. has
been suggested by Chapin (1970, 1971) and most other
authors. The almost total lack of agreement in this area
(exemplified by the discussions of Chapin) is clearly due
WO

Definition 7. (a) A path p => q is parallel to another path
p => q if p and q are the only nodes the
two paths have in common.
(b) The arc p -> q of a digraph is a bridge
if:
(i) it does not lie on a cycle; and
(ii) for any chain at =*• a} containing
p
q there exists no parallel path
a( => ctj.
Other equivalent definitions exist (see, for example,
Harary, 1967) but this form is more suited to the pur
pose of this work.
Definition 8. (a) Let S = {p
q \ p -> q is a bridge of
(7} be the set of bridges of G = (A, R).
The set S is called the separator set of
G.
(b) The digraph G' = (A, R-S> consists of
a number of disjoint sub-digraphs X,such that for all Xp.
(i) od(X,) = id(Xi) = 0.
(ii) If X, = (Ah Ri> then U ,■ Af = A
and (U, R/) U S — R.
(iii) Ifp ->-q e S and p e A,-, then q $ A;.
The digraphs Xt are called minimal logical
segments of G.
Definition 9. A logical segment (A', R') of a digraph
G — (A, R} is defined recursively by:
(i) A minimal logical segment X-, is a
logical segment.
(ii) The digraph (A' U A,-, R' U R,U p -> q} is a logical segment, where
{A', R'y is a logical segment, X,- =-<Ai, Ri} is a minimal logical segThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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where r is a node in the sub-digraph corresponding to
Wj and q is in the sub-digraph corresponding to Wj.
Similarly, if the active node q is in Ws, there are no arcs
r —> q where r is in Wt. Also, as IK is a K-formula, Wj
with leading node cij must be a sub K-formula of some
node p in IK,. Thus the arc p -> occurs in the digraph
corresponding to W and the theorem follows from
Definition 8.
In general, this theorem cannot be used to find all
minimal logical segments, but it can be extended in the
following way:

Figure 2

ment and p -> q e S where either
p e A', q e At or p e A,-, q e A'.
Segmentation of flowcharts thus relies on finding the
separator set or, equivalently, all arcs which lie on cycles
or parallel paths. One such algorithm has already been
proposed by Berztiss and Watkins (1969) but the follow
ing theorems lead to a far more practical technique.
These theorems assume that the digraph can be repre
sented by a single K-formula and this is in general valid
for flowchart digraphs. When a program contains
multiple entry points a number of K-formulae are
required but these can usually be analysed independently
by the methods described below.
Theorem 4. Let W be a K-formula of a digraph where:
W = *nOi . . . *mcij . . . = IK, IK,
and W} contains k *s and k node symbols.
If no node symbol in IK, occurs in IK, then:
(a) The strings WjCij and W} are Kformulae.
(,b) The string IK, is a logical segment and
the string W{a} represents a logical
segment and the bridge p -> as where
cij, and hence Wh is a sub K-formula
of p.
Proof
(a) Within Wt and IK, the conditions of wellformedness, given in Definition 5, must be satisfied or else IK
would not be a K-formula. Now, let W have n *s and
n + 1 node symbols. Then Wj contains n — k *s and
n — k + 1 node symbols, and is a K-formula by Defini
tion 5. Similarly, as Wt has k *s and k node symbols,
WiCtj is a K-formula.
(,b) For all active nodes q in IK, there is no occurrence
of q in Wj. Hence there are no arcs r -> q in the digraph

Theorem 5. Let IK be a K-formula such that W —
WjWjW/.., where Wj is a K-formula and:
(t?) No node symbol in Wj occurs in W,
or IK,,.
(.b) Wj has q as its leading node symbol
and is a sub K-formula of a node p.
Then Wj is a logical segment of the digraph
corresponding to IK and p
q is a bridge.
The proof of this result follows directly from Theorem
4 and Definition 8.
The application of these theorems is complicated by
the fact that realistic limits must be imposed on the
minimum and maximum size of the segments to be flow
charted on pages. In practice the segment size should be
maximized so that it is as close to the upper limit as
possible. However, in the case of flowchart generation
the segment size will be limited to about twenty or thirty
nodes; the number of flowchart symbols which can be
drawn and interconnected on a page of reasonable size.
As segments of this size occur very infrequently
algorithms based on these theorems alone are quite
inadequate.
Segment sizes can be further reduced by extracting
logical sub-segments, a concept closely related to the idea
of multiple levels outlined by Haibt (1959). Theorem 4
defines logical segments X{ which have id(Xj) < 1 and
od(Xj) < 1 and this condition can be applied to sub
structures. For example, consider the digraph of Figure
2 which consists of one logical segment. This digraph
contains two sub-digraphs with id(Xi) < 1 and od(Xj) < I
(Figure 3), but the arcs linking these sub-digraphs to the
rest of the digraph are not bridges. However, if these
sub-digraphs are represented by the symbols X, and X2
the original digraph can be redrawn as shown in Figure
4. As this is a meaningful operation the following
definition is proposed.
Definition 10. Let IK be a K-formula such that IK =
IK,:WjW,; and:
(a) Wj contains n *s and n node symbols.
(b) No node symbol in IK, occurs in IK,
or IK,,.
(c) Wj satisfies the condition of Defini----------X§u------------>0------------->0.------- >

Figure 3
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in W to be examined; if K = 1 logical segments will be
found, and any other value of K will cause logical subsegments to be found. In addition:
(a) Searching to determine the validity of a prospect
ive segment is not carried out unless the segment
lies within the limits defined by LMIN and LMAX.
(b) Every time a valid segment is located, details of it
are saved; then, when the process terminates, the
longest valid segment which is less than LMAX is
produced.

tion 5 that the number of node
symbols is less than or equal to the
number of *s throughout the string.
(d) The leading node symbol of Wj is a}
and the first node symbol in the string
Wk is ak.
Then W,ak is a logical sub-segment of W and
the arcs p -> at and q -> ak, where p is in
Wj and q is in Wj, are the separators of the
sub-segment.
Clearly Wjalc is a K-formula and this definition is just
an extension of Theorem 4. Instead of finding a Kformula whose leading node is the first node symbol in
W, the method has been generalized to find a K-formula
whose leading node is any arbitrary node symbol in W.
If the node symbol chosen happens to be the first one in
the K-formula, then the logical sub-segment found is in
fact a logical segment. It is simple to show that Defini
tion 10 also encompasses Theorem 5; if the string is
WiWjW1c and Wj satisfies Theorem 5, then W} = Wfi)
where W] is a logical sub-segment as defined above.
Besides unifying the concepts presented in the two
theorems, Definition 10 overcomes another problem. If
both of the methods of Theorems 4 and 5 were used for
segmentation they would produce sub-digraphs with
multiple exits. For example, if a segment is extracted by
Theorem 4 and then Theorem 5 is applied to this digraph,
the resulting segment will have two exits, one to the rest
of the digraph and the other to the segment extracted
from it. The concept of sub-segments is just as powerful
and overcomes this difficulty.
We now present the algorithm SPL1TB, the basic
algorithm employed for flowchart digraph segmenta
tion in FLOG. This algorithm is a direct application of
Definition 10.
Algorithm 1. SPLITB
Let W = aya2al . . . am be a K-formula of a digraph
which can be represented by a single formula. (The
algorithm can be applied to digraphs which are repre
sented by sets of K-formulae, but it is possible that some
of the blocks extracted will not be logical segments.)
Let B be a vector of order n taking one of the values 1
or 0. The digraph has n nodes which are denoted by the
integers 1, 2, 3and the string *kp is represented
in W by two symbols a*a,-+1 where at = —k and ai+1 = p.
LMIN is the minimum number of active node symbols
allowed in a segment, and LMAX is the maximum num
ber. These limit the number of nodes in the correspond
ing sub-digraph. K is the subscript of the first symbol aK
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(A) Initialize.
(1) Set NN = NK=NA = 0,1= K, B(J) = 0 for
J = 1, 2, 3,..., n. Turn off flags by AFLAG =
SAVEFLAG = 0.
(B) Find the first (shortest) string aK . . . cij such that the
number of *s is equal to the number of node symbols.
(2) Copy the current symbol and see if it is a node
symbol:
N = aj. If TV ) 0, go to (6).
(3) Must be *s, so increase the count of them and
turn on the asterisk flag:
NA = NA — N, AFLAG = 1.
(4) Now go and look at the next symbol:
/ = / + 1. If 1 = m, go to (14).
(5) Go to (2).
(6) We have a node symbol, so set its individual flag
on and increment the node count:
B(N) = 1, NN — NN + 1.
(7) Was the node preceded by *s ?
If AFLAG = 0, go to (4).
(8) It was, so increment the active node count and
reset the flag for next time:
NX = NK + 1, AFLAG = 0.
(9) Well, what sort of string have we found so far?
If NN < NA, go to (4) (we are not there yet).
(10) IfIV7V> NA, go to (26) (we cannot possiblygeta
valid K-formula from here; see Definition 5).
(11) If NK < LMIN, go to (4) (it’s OK, buttoo short).
(12) If NK > LMAX, go to (26) (now it’s too long).
(13) It’s OK and we have a segment to test. Go to (16).
(C) The end of the string has been reached. At this
point the whole string is a segment and so it is
accepted unless it is too long.
(14) If NK > LMAX, go to (26).
(15) STOP. The string aKaK+i ■ ■ ■ am is the required
segment. It may be less than LMIN and a test
can be included for this if necessary.
(D) A satisfactory string has been found and now we
have to test it for validity. This is a tedious search
made a little easier by the flags B.
(16) If K = 3, go to (18).
(17) If it’s a sub-segment we have to check the bit of
K-formula preceding it, ata,... ak_
For/= 1,2,3, . . . , K-\: '
(a) If aj < 0, keep going (use next J value).
(b) If B{aj) = 1, go to (26) (A node symbol
in the segment occurs in the string aya2
a3 ... ajc-i- There is no way of correcting
this, so give up).
(18) Weareallrightso far. Let us see if a node symbol
in the segment occurs in the bit of K-formula
following it. For J = m, m— 1, . . . I + 1:
(a) If aj < 0, keep going.
(b) If B(aj) — 1, go to (20) (It’s no good and,
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because we searched backwards, we know
that at least everything up to and including
aj must be added to the sub-string being
extracted).
(E) Success! The string is a valid logical sub-segment.
Save the details of it and then try to find a longer
one which is still less than LMAX.
(19) SAVI = I, SAVL = NK, SAVEFLAG = 1, go
to (4).
(F) We have to try again. By scanning backwards at
step (18) we have picked up the last occurrence of a
problem arc and we know that we have to add to the
string everything preceding this point. So we can
just skip to the point given by J, and if the string is
still OK try again.
(20) 1=1 + 1 •
(21) N = a,. If N > 0, go to (23).
(22) Do the same thing as in steps (2) to (8):
NA = NA - N, AFLAG = 1, go to (20).
(23) B(N) = 1, NN = NN + 1.
(24) If AFLAG = 0, go to (25a).
(25) NK = NK + 1, AFLAG = 0. If NN > NA, go
to (26) (Once again we have a bad string by
Definition 5).
(25a) Have we reached the end ? If I = J then go to
(9), else go to (20). (Note that we do not bother
going here from step (22) because aj cannot be
an asterisk.)
(G) A bad string has been found. See if a shorter string
had been found earlier.
(26) If SAVEFLAG = 1, go to (28).
(H) Exits:
(27) STOP. No suitable string commencing with aK
can be found.
(28) I =SA VI, NK = SA VL. The string aKaK+1 ...a,
of length NK active node symbols is a valid
logical sub-segment. STOP.
4. FLOG STRUCTURE AND FORTRAN
RECOGNIZER
The overall structure of FLOG is shown in Figure 5.
The program was developed at Melbourne University on
an IBM 7044 computer with 32K storage and no disc
drives. In addition to the restrictions imposed by the
hardware, the modular structure was also developed to
enable each phase of the generator to be autonomous
(except for the restrictions imposed by input and out
put data formats). Both of these factors contribute to
the following general form of the generator:
(a) The input phase is completely separate from the
rest of the generator and produces as output an
internal representation of the data for processing
by the rest of the system. Separate recognizers, as
proposed by Haibt (1959), or syntax driven
analysers, after the suggestion of Sherman (1966),
can be incorporated without having to alter the
rest of the phases.
(b) The program is analysed as a whole to enable
maximum re-ordering of the source code. In order
to ensure the best possible segmentation, ad-hoc
techniques are used only as a last resort.
(c) Each segment produced is laid out as a “visually
attractive” two-dimensional flowchart. The out
put from this phase is again in an internal repre
sentation.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

(d) The output from the layout generator is processed
by one or other of the output routines to produce
hard copy flowcharts on line printers, drum plot
ters or other devices.
The input phase, a Fortran IV recognizer, will not be
discussed in the sequel; it merely involves the analysis of
statement types and the creation of node descriptions for
each executable statement. Four aspects of the program
will be mentioned to assist interpretation of the sample
output:
(a) Logical IF statements are broken down into two
separate nodes of the flowchart digraph and each
part (the decision and subsequent true condition
instruction) being given separate node numbers.
(b) DO statements are processed as branch statements
transferring control to the next instruction in line
and to the DO termination point. The path which
represents the return to the DO statement is
regarded as a forward arc for the purposes of
analysis and is only reversed during the final out
put phase. The direction of the path does not
affect the segmentation algorithm and this approach
is employed to simplify the plotting routines. In
addition, a DO termination node is inserted at the
end of every loop to avoid the occurrence of Kformulae of the form . . . **1 2 *2 . . . during
analysis (see for example Figure 20). This simpli
fies the segmentation of the K-formulae and makes
the structure of the DO statement more obvious
to the user of the flowcharts.
(c) The node descriptions, produced as output from
the recognizer, consist of the following fields:
(1) Node number.
(2) Statement number (label).
(3) Statement type identification code.
(4) Destination node numbers.
(,d) An annotation file (shown in Figure 5) could be
created to transfer images of the Fortran instruc
tions to the output routines. For the reasons
already mentioned this feature has not been
implemented (see also O’Brien and Beckwith,
1968).
5. CREATION OF MULTILEVEL SEGMENTS
The segmentation procedure in FLOG is based on the
SPLITB algorithm described above, which operates on
the K-formula representation of the flowchart digraph.
The three tasks of this, the second phase of FLOG, are
K-formula creation from node descriptions, segmenta
tion by SPLITB and further segmentation by “artificial
splitting.”
Because SPLITB involves a very large number of Kformula scanning operations and because the algorithm
must be executed many times, the choice of an internal
representation for the K-formulae is extremely import
ant. (If, for example, FLOG takes 10 minutes to analyse
a program at least 7 to 8 minutes will be spent executing
SPLITB.) The selection of notation is restricted in two
ways:
(a) The K-formulae must be broken up, re-ordered
and joined together in the process of extracting
segments and sub-segments.
(b) The K-formulae must be scanned both forwards
and backwards by SPLITB.
These conditions make the employment of doubly linked
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lists essential. Of the list processors examined, SLIP
(Weizenbaum, 1963) was chosen because, in addition to
satisfying the above conditions:
(a) SLIP is very easily incorporated into a program
containing routines written in a number of differ
ent languages. This is a consequence of it being a
guest language embedded in Fortran (see Bobrow
and Weizenbaum, 1964).
(b) Because of its modular structure, sub-sections of
SLIP can be extracted and used independently of
the rest of the system.
To improve the performance of SLIP, it was entirely
recoded in assembler language. This significantly reduced
storage requirements and produced an increase in speed
by a factor of about 4.5; as up to 10 minutes could be
spent performing list processing operations this was a
major consideration.
The K-formulae are represented by the method out
lined in the introduction to Algorithm 1, where node
symbols are denoted by the node numbers generated by
the recognizer and strings of n consecutive asterisks by
— n; thus the K-formula *1 **2 *3 4 **4 5 1 is stored as
-1, 1, -2, 2, -1, 3, 4, -2, 4, 5, 1.
Algorithms for creating K-formulae are discussed in
Berztiss and Watkins (1969), Berztiss (1971) and Watkins
(1972). In general these algorithms create K-formulae
for each individual node symbol and then combine them
together. In order to conserve storage space it was neces
sary to use a less efficient algorithm in FLOG which
interleaved these two processes. In outline the algorithm
is as follows:
(a) Get the next node description for node N from
the output file of the language recognizer.
(b) Set up the K-formula corresponding to the node
description of A and add it to the list of K-formulae
found to date.
(e) Get the leading node symbol of each K-formula
in turn and scan the other members of the set
looking for a matching symbol. If a match is
found, replace the occurrence of the symbol by
the corresponding K-formula.
(d) Go to (a).
Because of the search in step (c) this algorithm is very
slow. However the saving in storage offsets this and, by
utilizing the fact that most programs have blocks of
consecutive statements which transfer control from one
to the other in sequence, some unnecessary searching can
be eliminated. By producing K-formulae in this way, the
amount of storage required is not significantly greater
than that needed for the final form of the K-formula.
If a flowchart digraph containing n nodes can be repre
sented by one K-formula, then that K-formula contains
n node symbols preceded by *s, assuming that there are
no terminal nodes. Also, on the assumption that there
is an average of 1.5 arcs leaving each node, an over
estimate for most programs, the K-formula will contain
a total of 1.5m + 1 node symbols (by Theorem 2); of
these, 0.5m + 1 will not be preceded by *s. If each symbol
in the K-formula string occupies one storage word the
K-formula needs a total of 2.5n + 1 locations (n for
active nodes, n for the asterisk strings preceding them
and 0.5n + 1 for the non-active nodes). When stored as
a SLIP list this figure must be doubled and approxi
mately 5n words will be required for an n node digraph
of a program. On the IBM 7044 system about 15,000
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

words of store were available for lists enabling programs
of up to about 3,000 statements to be analysed; this
compares favourably with other systems (see Chapin,
1971). In contrast, the K-formulae of individual nodes
require an average of about 8 to 9 words each and an n
node flowchart digraph would thus need 8m to 9m loca
tions (using SLIP). This means that the algorithms for
K-formula creation described in the cited references
could need up to 27,000 words to process a 3,000 state
ment program.
Note that the very act of creating the K-formula can
cause significant re-ordering of the program statements,
as illustrated by the following program segment
(expressed in a type of skeleton Fortran which is accepted
by the FLOG recognizer):
1
A= 1
2
GO TO 2
4
a = 1
3
4
GO TO 3
5
2
A = 1
6
GO TO 4
7
3
STOP
This program has the one, unique K-formula *1 *2 *5
*6 *3 *4 7.
After the K-formula corresponding to the program
has been created, SPLITB is applied to it. Although the
discussion excludes flowchart digraphs with multiple
entry points (and hence requiring more than one Kformula) note that SPLITB can be applied to each Kformula in turn but it is no longer possible to be certain
that logical segments will result.
A segment is removed from the front of a K-formula
by applying SPLITB to its leading node. If this segment
contains 16 or fewer active nodes it is small enough to
form a single page of the flowchart and it is saved on
magnetic tape. As all statements in a program appear in
the K-formula exactly once as active node symbols
(except for terminal points such as STOP and RETURN),
a count of these symbols is a convenient measure of the
size of a segment in terms of the number of flowchart
symbols required to represent it. The discrepancy between
this count and the actual number of symbols is too small
to justify expending extra effort in more precise calcula
tions. This segmentation process is then repeated on the
remainder of the K-formula to find another segment. If
a segment contains 17 or more active node symbols it
has to be sub-divided and SPLITB is applied to extract
sub-segments;
(a) Get the second node symbol of the segment; call
it K.
(b) Apply SPLITB, starting at the node symbol K.
(c) If a satisfactory sub-segment is not found, go to
(e).

(,d) Extract the sub-segment from the K-formula and
replace it by a marker symbol.
(e) If the end of the K-formula has been reached, or
the number of active nodes in the reduced seg
ment (including marker symbols) is less than 16,
STOP.
(/) Get the next node symbol and call it K. It is either
the first symbol after the marker put in at step (d)
or the first one after the old K. Go to (b).
This process extracts one level of sub-segments. Multi
level segmentation is achieved by repeating this process
over and over until no further reduction is possible.
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The limitation of segment and sub-segment size to 16
active node symbols is imposed by the layout routines,
which at present cannot cope with a greater density of
symbols. With such tight restrictions most programs
cannot be completely segmented; somewhere between
one-half and all of the program being analysed success
fully by SPLITB. Two ways of significantly improving
this result which should be implemented are:
(a) The number of nodes per page must be increased
as much as possible (up to about 30) to give
SPLITB the maximum opportunity to find seg
ments.
(b) When FLOG was first developed the possibility of
multiple exits from a segment to one point out
side it was overlooked! Such blocks are rejected
by SPLITB but they occur frequently enough to
justify modifying the algorithm and Definitions 8
and 9.
Even so, there will always be sections of code which
cannot be adequately segmented. One example of this,
resulting from the limit of 16 symbols per page, is the
block of statements represented by pages 1.00, 2.00 and
3.00 of the flowcharts in Figures 17, 19 and 24; here the
problem could be overcome by increasing the segment
size. Another example is the code associated with multi
way branches, such as the Computed GO TO in Fortran,
where 30 or so parallel paths might well be produced.
Yet again, other segments are simply very tightly
structured with no distinguishing characteristics; and
these may contain up to 400 nodes!
A first approach to improving segmentation is to try
re-arranging the K-formula. It is easily demonstrated
that re-organization of a K-formula can sometimes
drastically improve the way in which it will segment.
However, it seems unlikely that useful criteria can be
determined. Two simple approaches which are worth
considering are:
(a) Optimization of the K-formula creation routine.
Until now this has only been examined superfici
ally, but it may be feasible to design an algorithm
which will make reasoned choices about how to
construct a K-formula from the node descriptions
and thus improve the chances of extracting
segments.
(b) Sorting the K-formula. Sorting has been imple
mented in FLOG and produces some improve
ment for relatively little cost in terms of time. It
requires a left to right scan, re-ordering the sub
K-formulae of each branch node (preceded by
more than one asterisk) as it is met. The sub Kformulae are sorted into ascending order of length.
A second approach for improving segmentation is to
relax the tests employed in SPLITB. By counting the
number of clashes that occur when testing the validity
of a segment, steps (16) to (18) of Algorithm 1, it would
be possible to seek out .blocks with two or three entry
points or exit points. Going further, the tests in
SPLITB could be completely eliminated. In this case the
algorithm would look for any string of LMAX or fewer
active nodes with the number of asterisks equal to the
number of active nodes. This latter process is employed
m FLOG and is termed artificial splitting. In practice it
has always produced blocks with a very low number of
entry and exit points, suggesting that the additional tests
m the former method are unnecessary. Most import
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antly, both of the above techniques preserve the structure
of the string under analysis as a K-formula; this avoids
the serious problems which arise when interpreting a
string which is not a well-formed K-formula.
Artificial splitting is very fast and extremely effective.
Most logical segments which are too large will be broken
down by this process. Of those that are not, the majority
are reduced to segments of less than 45 nodes, and
increasing the permissible number of nodes per segment
would account for most of these cases. The remaining
cases cannot, at present, be flowcharted by FLOG; error
messages for these segments are produced and the rest
of the program is flowcharted. Discussion of these
problems is deferred until the conclusion.
6. PAGE LAYOUT
It has already been suggested that a flowchart should
be laid out in a “visually attractive” manner. We con
sider that this involves two main considerations,discussed
below.
Firstly, in order to obtain most impact it would seem
that the “most significant” path through the flowchart,
or main flowline, should be prominently placed with
other branch paths put to either side. Two ways of
defining the main flowline are:
(a) the path which is executed most frequently; or
(b) the path which the author of the program con
siders to be the most significant.
The former, although it could be determined, may change
from day to day. The latter cannot be determined at all.
A third choice, less realistic but more practical, is to
take the longest (or at least a very long) path through
the flowchart. This has the advantage of minimizing the
amount of information in branch paths and so concen
trates the reader’s attention on a single flowline.
Secondly, the number of intersecting flowlines should
be minimized with the flowchart drawn as nearly planar
as possible. As has already been mentioned, it is not
satisfactory to evade the planarity problem by the use of
connectors and fragmentation of flowcharts.
Although algorithms exist for finding longest paths
and planar representations, they are either too restrictive
or too complex for the task in hand and will not be dis
cussed. Instead, it was found necessary to take an ad-hoc
approach.
FLOG sets up the layout internally in an array PLAN.
Creation of the layout in core is necessary for the follow
ing reasons:
(a) Symbols and flowlines should be re-arranged
during the development of the layout to produce
the best possible visual appearance.
(.b) The prepared output can be saved on magnetic
tape or disc so that multiple copies of flowcharts
can be obtained without having to re-run the
analysis phases.
(c) Hard copy flowcharts can be produced from the
internal representation on a variety of output
devices by adding new plotting routines to the
flowchart generator.
PLAN is a three dimensional array of size 41 X 57 X 2
words. The 41 x 57 points PLAN (7,J,1) represent the
intersections of a grid of 41 X 57 lines which divide up
the page area (the boundary lines of the grid lying on
the edges of the page); see Figure 6. Flowlines and the
boundaries of symbol areas lie on these points. All
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0
0 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 0 51 51 51 51
54 54 54 54 54
Q 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
0 51 51 51 51
0 0
54 54 54 54 54
0 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
0 0-53
0-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55-55*
0 53 53 53 53
55 55 55 55 55 55 55
0 53 53 53 53
55 55 55 55 55 55 55
0 53 53 53 53
55 55 55 55 55 55 55
C
r
0 53 53 53 53
55 55 55 55 55 55 55
,-i
o
0 53 53 53 53
* ««*«****»***«**
55 55 55 55 55 55 55
•56
C
0
C
G
0
0 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
Q 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
0
0
G
0 0
c
0
G
0 D
G
0 0 A 0
G p
G
0
0 0
0 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
0
0 0 0
0 0
0
G
0 0
0
0
0 0
0 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
0
0
0
0
0 0
o 0
c
0
c
c
C
0
0
0 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
0 0

c

c

c

0
c
c
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
c

G
c*-»**«*««**«***»******
0 c c
c
c
X
c
c o» ■# « * *
0 0
0
c 0 0 0 0 o
0
c
c 0 0 0 0 0 0
c
fl c c
0
c c

0
0
0
0
c
0

0
0
0
0
0

c

0 0

0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0-

0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
51
51
51
51
51
0
53
53
53
53
53

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
51
51
51
51
51
0
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53
53
53

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
c

c

0
51
51
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0 0*** 0 0
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Figure 6

symbols are represented by their node numbers and are
placed in an area of 6 X 4 units; that is, for node num
ber N, PLAN(I,J,\) is set to N for / = L, L + 1, . . . ,
L + 7 and J = M, M + 1, . . . , M + 5, where L and
M are the co-ordinates of the upper left hand corner of
the symbol area. No other symbol or line can intrude
into this region. Paths connecting symbols are indicated
by setting PLAN{I,J, 1) = —N along the line of the path,
where N here represents the node number of the destin
ation node of the path. Unused portions of PLAN are
set to zero.
PLAN(I,J,2) is used to avoid problem situations and
to provide additional data. An example of the former is
path intersection where details of the path directions and
type of intersection are stored. One use of the second
area in PLAN in the latter case is the labelling of con
nectors. All connector symbols are represented by the
same dummy node number, and the type of connector
together with its source or destination node number is
indicated by data placed in PLAN(I,J,2).
The size of PLAN was originally dictated by the choice
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

of output medium. In the first instance a drum plotter
was used with flowcharts being produced on a page of
11 x 15 inches (the original dimensions of the sample
output illustrating this paper). The grid was then
determined on the basis of suitable symbol sizes within
this constraint.
The layout routines consist of three distinct stages:
(a) Analysis of the main flowline
A line of flow, preferably the longest, is determined
and placed in PLAN in one or more columns. This main
flowline is used as an axis around which the rest of the
flowchart is built up. Because the K-formulae of the seg
ments are sorted during the segmentation phase, a long
path can be extracted for use as the main flowline by a
simple scan. Commencing at the start of a K-formula,
the nodes are placed in PLAN in the order in which they
are met. Whenever a node symbol has more than one
sub K-formula (a branch node), the last of the sub Kformulae is used. This technique almost always finds a
very long path, often the longest, and only rarely is a
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Figure 8

significantly short path extracted. As each node on the
path is detected its symbol area in PLAN is filled in and
linked by a path to the previous symbol. If the bottom
of the page is reached, the flowline is continued at the
top to the right of the area currently being used.
(b) Positioning of branch paths
Other paths of flow are considered in turn, first taking
those that either end in a terminal node or else transfer
to a symbol already located in the layout. A stack is
employed to keep track of the branches which have been
examined. Starting with a branch node which is in PLAN
its sub K-formulae are examined, omitting those that
have already been placed. As each branch node in the
chosen sub K-formula is reached, the stack is updated
so that, if the current sub K-formula has to be rejected,
others originating from this branch can be tested. When
the end of the sub K-formula is reached the last node
symbol is checked to see if it represents a terminal node
or a link to a node already present in PLAN. If neither
is true the chosen path is rejected and the stack examined
to find the next sub K-formula from the last branch.
Only paths containing at least one new node symbol are
processed at this stage; the insertion of connecting lines
is done at stop (c).
The area in PLAN into which the path is placed is
chosen by a search routine (either SRCHL or SRCHR).
At this stage a tree structure is set up, and the search
involves:
(1) finding a column of zeros in PLAN long enough
to contain the path;
(2) checking that there is a row of zeros between the
source symbol and the first box on the path (so
that a line may be drawn to the path without any
intersections occurring); and
(3) shifting the layout in PLAN to either side to make
room for the new path.
If any of these conditions cannot be satisfied, the search
routine fails; otherwise the path is inserted in a manner
similar to the main flowline. The line connecting the
final node symbol on the path to the destination node in
108
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PLAN (if any) is not inserted until later.
To illustrate this process, consider Figure 6 and the
corresponding flowchart in Figure 12. Part of the Kformula for this segment is:
**43 **45 *46 *54 55 **47 49 *48 54 *44 **49
where the boldface node symbols occur on the main
flowline (see Figure 7). The scan first extracts the path
43 ->■ 45 —> 46
54 -*■ 55
taking the first sub K-formula at each branch. Nodes 43
and 55 occur in PLAN and hence this path is accepted
for plotting. Being the first branch path inserted, the
search routines can place it anywhere and the path is
put into PLAN adjacent to the main flowline on the left
side (Figure 8). The next path to be selected is
45
47 -» 49 and when it is plotted in PLAN, as in
Figure 9, the choice of locations is restricted. For all
such paths the following method is used to position
them:
(1) Find the coordinates of the source and destina
tion nodes in PLAN.
(2) If possible, try to place the path under the source
node as the continuation of an existing path.
(3) If the source and destination nodes have the same
column coordinates, one is directly under the other
and either side can be used depending on avail
ability.
(4) If the destination node is to the left (right) of the
source node try to locate the flowline on the left
(right) of the source node and use the other side
as a second preference.
(5) If there is no destination node the flowline ends
in a terminal symbol and either side can be used
as in (3).
Thus the flowchart for this segment is built up as shown
in Figures 7 to 10.
(c) Insertion of arcs
To complete the flowchart picture, the arcs linking up
the tree structure have to be inserted. This process is
basically the same as that for positioning branch paths,
but it is complicated by the fact that a number of alterThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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native destination points may exist. The arc is plotted
so that it joins an existing line going to the same destin
ation symbol. For example, in Figure 11 the arc connect
ing node 32 to node 19 can be joined to any of the three
arcs 18 -*■ 19, 29
19 and 32 -+ 19. Thus, in addition
to finding a suitable channel in which to insert the arc,
the destination point has to be determined. This is done
by scanning PLAN to find the point closest to the source
node which lies on an appropriate path. The routines
which find a suitable channel for the arc also attempt to
minimize the number of path intersections. If no accept
able channel can be found connectors are inserted.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Sample output for FLOG is shown in Figures 11 to
24. In Figures 13 to 24 all relevant output for one com
plete program is illustrated. This output consists of:
(1) Program listing with cross-reference node number
ing (Figures 13 to 15).
(2) Error messages produced by the segmentation and
layout phases (Figure 16).
(3) Flowcharts drawn as 11 x 15 inch pages on a
drum plotter (Figures 17 to 24).
The set of flowchart symbols employed is based on an
early standard described by Rossheim (1963); the
system should be updated to the current ANSI (1971) or
SAA (1969) standards. A number of deliberate violations
of the standard have been made as follows:
(1) Arrow heads are placed on all flowlines. It is
unfortunate that the standards do not make arrow
heads compulsory on certain flowlines, and many
authors including Chapin (1970, 1971) adhere to
this approach. The minute amount of extra work
involved in including the additional arrow heads
is well justified in terms of the improvement in
clarity which results. It is also felt that to insist on
the use of open arrow heads represents excessive
formalism and demands adherence to a triviality.
(2) To increase visual clarity, the IBM inter-page con
nector symbol is employed.
(3) A sub-page symbol, representing a block of the
flowchart which has been extracted and appears
elsewhere, is added. This symbol is distinct from
the predefined process symbol which can repre
sent a routine which is not described.
(4) GO TO statements are indicated by an over-sized
connector symbol.
(5) The DO statement and its parallel in other
languages is not covered by any of the standards.
It is represented in FLOG by an execution symbol
at the start of the loop and a diamond-shaped DO
terminator at the end. The notation is just satis
factory.
The inclusion of such a large amount of output is
essential in order to show how FLOG works on a small,
but realistic program. This program is one of a number
borrowed at random from other computer users. It has
been selected because it is a good illustration of the sub
segmentation process as well as showing up many of the
faults and virtues of the layout routines. At the same
time it is sufficiently small for the reader to be able to
examine it easily. It should be noted that the program
has been analysed as a single segment by SPLITB. How
ever, this segment has been reduced to about 23 nodes
by the extraction of five sub-segments. If FLOG had
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

been capable of handling segments of up to 30 nodes the
entire program would have been logically segmented
without the use of artificial splitting. Although no direct
comparison is possible, it would seem that this output is
significantly better than has been achieved by other flow
chart generators (see, for example, Abrams, 1968, or
Watkins, 1973b).
As has already been indicated, such quality has been
achieved only with some costs. The flowchart generator,
as it has been described above, contains a number of
serious faults. In concluding this paper we will discuss
these faults and consider the comparison of FLOG with
other systems.
(a) Segmentation faults
By far the main problem in FLOG is its inability to
break down some segments to a suitable size. This
problem can be alleviated, but not solved, in two ways:
increasing the maximum segment size to about 30, and
eliminating unnecessary nodes from the K-formulae
(such as the nodes produced by GO TO statements as
exemplified by Figure 12). In addition, extra back-up
techniques are needed. Three possible approaches are
outlined below.
If the segment contains a multiway branch with a
large number of destinations almost nothing will work.
Perhaps the most sensible approach is to treat the branch
node in the manner of AUTOFLOW (Applied Data
Research, 1967) or the ANSI standard (ANSI, 1971).
The branch can be represented by a box with the destin
ation node numbers listed within or under it. The sub
K-formulae can then be analysed separately.
A segment without any structural features, which is
simply too interwoven to be broken down, may succumb
to the extraction of artificial sub-segments. Here we just
apply the very fast artificial splitting process, outlined in
Section 5, to nodes inside the K-formula. This technique
will produce flowchart boxes like those generated by
Haibt (1959). As far as possible this form of sub-page
symbol should be avoided because it decreases the intel
ligibility of the flowchart, but if the sub-segments have
only a small number of entry and exit points this method
could be very useful.
Finally, if all else fails, the segment can always be
flowcharted using a one-dimensional or pseudo twodimensional method (see Watkins, 1973b). Implementa
tion of this back-up, which must always succeed, was
not done because of lack of time.
A second serious problem is the failure of FLOG to
produce a significant number of levels of detail. Again
this is related to the small segment size, but there are
two other factors. Firstly, multilevel segmentation could
be improved by re-organizing the order in which subsegments and segments are produced by SPLITB. At the
present, segments are built first and sub-segments
extracted only when necessary. If we reverse this process
we would use SPLITB along the following lines:
(1) Extract a sub-segment from the front of the Kformula.
(2) Go back to the start of the K-formula and repeat
step (I) until no more sub-segments can be
extracted.
(3) If necessary, segment what is left of the K-formula.
With this arrangement, for example, it is likely that the
flowchart of Figure 22 would be absorbed as a sub-page
(Continued on Page 112)
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WHARTON

FLOG

LISTING

FLOWCHARTS

PAGE

NODE NUMBER

STATEMENT

* ***
••ERROR IC**

blank

CARD IN DECK - IGNORED.
« -R *#

••ERROR 1C**

blank

CARD IN DECK - IGNORED
* ***

••error 10**

blank

CARD IN DECK - IGNORED,
COMMON NPP,NUMN'P,NUM£L,NUMMAT,Q,NP,XMIN(3),XDX(3),YMIN(3),YDX(3)
OOOOOOoO
1 » XI NCH{3), Y INCH{3),NSTART(3>,NEND(3),NFIR$T{3>,NLAST(3),NMULPT
OOOOOOPO
2 ,IMULPT ,HED 11C),R( 6U») ,Z t 60c),T(5CO),KEY(1C),IPLOTS(II),IX(500,5)OOOGCOQO
3 ,NF,NPOSN,ND,NUMBLK,I8(130)»N8NDRY(3), B(108,2),A(108,54),MBAND
A ,IDIS(120),IBC(150),JBC(150),ANG1100 )
5 ,NUMPC,NUMDIS,R0(5),XXNN(5),UR(12C,2),UZ(120,2),PR{150,2)
6 ,E< 8,8,5) ,CODE(120),ICODE(120),ACELZ,ANGFQ,TEMP,THICK
COOOOIKO
7 ,MTYPE,ANGLE(4),SIG(6,2),SP{4),RRR(5),ZZZ(5),S(15,15)»P(15,2)
8 , TT{3),LM(4),C0(3f3),HH(9,l‘5),RR(6,2),ZZ(4),C(6,6),H(9,15),D(9,9)
9 ,F(9,15),TP(9,2),XIU0),EE<7) ,N ITTER, R ATI 0, E PS ( 500 )
OOOOCIOO
C
***** INITIALIZE PROBLEM *«•**
OGOOOIPO
c
00U001Q0
c
TAPE 1
=• PLOT TAPE
OOOOOIRO
c
TAPES 2 AND 3 = SCRATCH TAPES
000C02-0
KEY (13) • 0 , 80UNCARY CURVE IS TO be DETERMINED
c
00G002JC
c
1 , boundary curve HAS BEEN DETERMINED
OOOOG2KO
I PLOTS!1) = GEOMETRY
c
(5) = Z STRESS
(9) = MIN STRESS
000002LO
c
IPL0TS(2) = temperatures
(6) = T STRESS
(10) = MAX SHEAR
000002 MO
c
IPLCTS(3) = DISPLACEMENTS
(7) = RZ SHEAR
(li) = MIN STRESS IS0CLI0000C2N0
I PLOTS(4) = R STRESS
c
(8) = MAX STRESS
00000200
c
0000C2P0
c
KEY(I) = 0, READ IN CARDS
1, USE MESGEN
-1, USE PREVIOUS GEOMETCOOOC2QO
c
KEY(2) = 0, CALL TEMPER
1, T( I > = TREF
*>1, USE OLD TEMPERATURE000002RO
C
KEY(3) = 0, CALL STRSOL
1, SKIP STRSOL
-1, RETURN TO BEGINNING00000 3-0
KE Y ( 4 ) = 0, CALL ISOPLT
c
1, RETURN TO BEGINNING
0000C3J0
c
1, CARD INPUT
KEY(5) = 0, NO CARD INPUT TO PLOTS
00C0C3K0
c
KEY(6) = 0, PLANE STRESS
1, PLANE STRAIN
000003 LO
KEY{7) = 0, R.H. CO-ORD SYSTEM
1, L.H. SYSTEM
000003M0
KEY ( 8) = 0, QGEN PER MATERIAL
1, QGEN PER. ELEMENT
000003NQ
C
KEY(9) =
NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE ITTERATIQNS
00000300
C
KEY (IT) = J, PROGRAM DEFINES ITS OWN SCALE, N, INPUT N DESIRED SCALESC00003P0
C
00G0O3Q0
I SKIP=Q
OOCOC3RO
2
10
READ(5,1000) NCH,HED
OOOOC4JC
3
READ (5,1001) NUMNP,NUMEL,NUMMAT,NPP,Q,QQ,KEY,lPLOTS
OCOOC4KO
C
READ IN PRINTING SEQUENCE
C
PLACE This INFORMATION IN IB .SINCE ARRAY IS NOT USED
C
4
READ!5,1033) NWR
R EAO(5,1£07) (IB(I),I=1,NWR|
6
READ(5.1001) NFS.NPOSN
IFINFS.EC.l) GO TO 35
READ(5,10;6 I (ANGII),I = 1,NP0SN)
CC 25 1=1,NPCSN
25
ANG(1)=ANG(I)».0174533

c
c

1

5

\l

Figure 13

(Continued from Page 109)

of Figure 23, producing a three level flowchart. Secondly,
the process could be extended in the opposite direction
by replacing whole segments by single symbols and thus
creating block diagrams of the program structure. This
could be of considerable value in showing the inter
relation between artificially split pages.
(b) Layout faults
The layout routines were originally designed for a
15x11 inch page produced by a drum plotter. Output
can also be produced on a line printer, one page occupy
ing two 15 x 11 inch cohtinuous forms sheets. With the
chosen box dimensions a maximum of about 22 symbols
can be flowcharted attractively on a page. FLOG will
only flowchart 16 on a page because of the relatively
poor quality of the methods used for layout design; with
17 or more symbols a significant number of pages could
not be plotted. As the symbol size can be significantly
reduced and still retain readability, a first improvement
must be the simple task of redesigning PLAN to handle
112

about 30 symbols per page.
The most scope for improvement lies in the search
routines for positioning branch paths. At the moment
these are at best mediocre and have the following major
faults:
(1) They do not try to minimize the width of a flow
chart and as a result some pages cannot be drawn.
No example of this occurs in the figures, but Figure
22 shows a similar effect. If we imagine that another
path had to be added at node 35 it is apparent
that there is nowhere to put it. However, with
more intelligent techniques it may have been
possible to place node 46 and the connector above
node 45, freeing enough space for the extra path.
(2) Related to the above point, the search routines
have to shift entire columns of symbols in PLAN
when making room for a new path. Thus node 21
in Figure 11 is moved to the left when nodes 24,
33 and 34 are moved away from the main flowline
to make room for the inter-page connector.
In addition, there are some minor faults, such as unnecesThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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FLCG

WFARTCN

LISTING

PAGE

FLOWCHARTS

2

STATEMENT

NODE NUMBER
35

I SKIP=I SKIP +1
IF(ISKIPoGTol) GO TO 12
REWINO 0
12
REWIND 1
REWIND 2
REWIND 3
IF(NUNNP.NEo 0) GO TO 15
WRIT E(6» 20 04)
2004 FORMAT!1H1)
CALL EXIT

16
17

I8
3S
21
22
23

25

C
C
C

*****

define

/

*****

geometry

13

IF(K EY(1loNE.l) GO TO 2G
CALL MESGEN
GC TO 2C0

23

IF(K EY(1) cNEoO) GO TO 210
L=0
READ (5,1002) N,R(N),Z(N)
I F < No EQ«1) GO TO 40
NL=L+1
ZX=N-L
CR=(R(N)-R(L))/ZX
DZ=!ZCN)-Z(L))/ZX
L=L+1
IF(N-L) 70,60,50
R(L)=R(L-1) + CR
Z(L)=Z(L-1) + DZ
GC TO 40
IF(NUMNP-N) 70,80,30
WRITE (6,2000) N
CALL EXIT

26
27

GG0004MG
OOOOC4NG

C
25
3 ;
31

33

33

34
36
37
3G

40

40

50

42
43
44
45

6?
70

41

C
80
00
100

46
47
43
45

N=0
READ (5,1003) M, ( IX(M,I},1=1,5)
N = N+1
IF(M-N) 12^,120,110
DO 115 1=1,4
I X(N, I) = IX(N-1,I )+l
I X(N,5) = IX(N-l,5)
IF(M-N)133,130,131
IF(NUMEL-N) 200,200,90

11115

51
53

12 ,
13.
^200

IF(KSY(7 )»EQ.O) GO TO 210
DC 2 35 1 =1 ,NUMNP
Z(I)= -Z( I)

235
C

210
1

C
c
C
63
f. 4

WRITE (6,2001) HED,NUMNP,NUMEL,NUMMAT,NPP,Q,QQ♦K£Y,I PLOTS,
{I,R {I) ,Z( I),1=1,NUMNP)
WRITE (6,2002) ( I , ( IX( I,J ),J = i,5),I = 1,NUMEL)
***** TEMPERATURE SOLUTION *****

235
238

I F(KEY(2)) 300,238,240
CALL TEMPER

OOOOD4RO
C0C0C5-G
0000G5J0
G00005P0
OOOOG5QO
G0G0G5R0
000006-0
00C006JG
C0G0O6K0
000006LO
GC00C6MG
OOOOG6NO
00000600
00G0D6P0
00GQG6Q0
OOOOC6RC
GOOOC7-G
0000C7J0
OOOOG7KC
000C07L0
G00007M0
G000C7NC
0000C700
000007PO
OOOOC7GO
OOOO07RO
O000C8-G
GGG008J0
G00008K0
G0G0C8L0
C00008NC
000008NO
COOOD8PO
003008Q0
OOOOO RO
C00009-0
000009JD
C0GG09KC
000C09LC
C00QC9M0
C000C9N0
Q00CC900
OOOOC9PO
C00021J0
GG0021KO
000321LC
0GQ021MC
G00021N0

8

Figure 14

sary path intersections and mislabelling of connectors.
Of these the only serious effect is shown in Figure 22.
Sometimes path junctions are set up with the joining
path entering from the wrong direction. Thus the arc
from 42 to 38 should meet the arc from 37 to 38 ver
tically. In a lot of cases the fault is not important, but
here the arrow head at the junction is quite misleading.
Again this is a failure of one of the search routines.
(c) Comparison with other generators
The comparison of systems has already been shown to
be very difficult (Abrams, 1968, and Watkins, 1973b).
On the basis of this and other cited work the following
criteria can be proposed:
(1) Visual appearance. Although this is largely a
question of personal preference, it has been argued
here and elsewhere that connectedness, planarity
and simplicity are the major factors, where sim
plicity refers (albeit vaguely!) to the ability of the
user to scan the flowcharts quickly.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

(2) Multilevel structure.
(3) Annotation.
(4) Cross-referencing.
Comparison is only meaningful when a number of pro
grams are flowcharted on the same medium by a number
of generators. Even when this is done (Abrams, 1968)
the results may be inconclusive.
Comparisons on the basis of time are less meaningful;
there is not much value in a fast system which produces
poor flowcharts. Abrams (1968) has compared three
systems and Watkins (1972) has compared these results
with FLOG. No details are given in this paper because
the figures are inconclusive and may be misleading. On
the surface it appears as though FLOG is as efficient as
the other generators (or more so), which is surprising
considering the more sophisticated analysis methods
used in FLOG. Of the relatively few time tests carried
out on FLOG, the longest programs were between 700
and 750 statements long and took between 4 and 7
minutes to analyse. These times exclude language recog113
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WHARTON

FLOG

LISTING

PAGE

FLOWCHARTS

NODE NUMBER

3

STATEMENT

65

GO TO 300

00002100
CGG023.PC
000021Q0
C00021R0
000022-0
OCOC22JO
OOOC22KC
000022L0
000Q22M0

C
66
66
69
70

240
25j
C
C
c

72
73
74
75
76
76

CCN=C
IF(KEY(2).EQ.2) C0N=QQ
DO 250 1=1,NUMEL
T{I)=C0N
*****STRESS SOLUTION *****

300
305
31.0

IF(KEY{3)) 10,305,10
K=NF S
DC 310 N = 1,K»2
N F = N- 1
CALL STRSOL
GC TO 10

00002200
C00023N0
C0002300
000023P0

C
C
1G0C
10,»1
1002
1003
1304
1j05
1006
1007

F0RMAT(I4,4X,10A6)
FORMAT (4I5,2F1C© 3/101 5/1115>
F0RMAT(I5,5X,2F10.2)
FORMAT{ 615)
FORMAT(6FlO» 2,4 I 5)
FORMAT(2014)
FORM AT(8 F10•2)
FORMAT(8011)

C

000024MC
FORMAT(28H1 NODAL POINT CARD ERROR N = ,14)
00G024N0
FEATS - FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS, TEMPERATURE AND STR00002400
/
less ,//lH , 20X»10A6//24H NUMBER OF NODE POINTS 114
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nition and plotting which are completely I/O bound, but
the CPU component of these phases would not add more
than about one second per flowchart page.
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Book Reviews
Mary Ellen Anderson, PL\I for Business Applications (PrenticeHall Inc.). Pp. 397. $US 13.95.
This book presents a subset of the PL/1 language which is
designed, according to the author, to teach only those facilities
proven and accepted in the programming of commercial applica
tions, but notwithstanding the implied restrictions this stated pur
pose places on the scope of the text, the work provides an excel
lent introduction and thorough grounding for all intending PL/1
programmers.
The PL/1 language explained in the text is that implemented by
IBM’s F-level compiler. Each chapter includes a description of any
differences required in coding if the IBM Optimizing Compiler is
used.
A common problem facing authors of instructional material for
programmers is to establish the experience level and determine the
needs of their audience. In her book Mary Ellen Anderson directs
her attention primarily towards the programming beginner, and
approaches her subject from first principles.
The text begins with a chapter on Basic Programming Con
cepts, which explains data organization and configuration, and
describes all the steps involved in solving applications problems
from the design of the system to final documentation. The second
chapter covers System/370 concepts and includes sections on both
hardware and softwear configuration.
The remainder of the book is concerned with PL/1 coding and
debugging, and covers a wide range of subjects from statement
formats to ON conditions and based storage. Advanced topics
such as indexed and regional file organization, list processing and
multitasking have been omitted, and the chapter on built-in func
tions includes only those functions which are likely to be used in
a commercial programme, although LOW and TRANSLATE
could well have appeared.
Detailed syntactic rules for statements and built-in functions are
not included, and it is assumed of course that for this and addi
tional information the reader will have access to the appropriate
language reference manuals.
The book contains two types of exercises. At logical breaks
within the chapters are “self-reviews” for the student, and at the
end of each chapter are practical questions and exercises. It is a
pity that answers are not provided for the latter, as this would
have increased the book’s value to the student. As it is he must
rely on the availability of an instructor or advisor to check his
work.
The text is written and arranged in such a way as to allow a
natural development of the subject matter from one section to the
next. Each new topic is introduced by a simple explanation of the
programming principles or business requirements which lie behind
the language facilities and programming functions described in the
following section. Within each section also this development con
tinues, with detailed explanations of the programming logic and
code, as well as numerous coding examples.
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This conversational approach makes the text extremely easy to
follow, and the PL/1 student should have no difficulty in under
standing and assimilating the information presented.
Mrs. Anderson is a systems analyst with Eastman Kodak, a
company which is one of the oldest and most dedicated users of
PL/1 in the United States.
This book was originally written as training material for Eastman
Kodak, and so has the benefits of having developed around the
established standards of a major commercial installation, and of
having been in use prior to this publication, and thus subject to
review and improvement based on practical experience.
Although adherence to the standards of a particular installa
tion may not always be suitable for another, the coding techniques
contained in this book are nevertheless based on good program
ming principles, and always provide safe guidelines for the trainee
programmer to follow.
This then is primarily a teaching book for the new PL/T user,
and is directed particularly towards less experienced programmers.
It may possibly be used as a refresher course, as suggested by the
author, but the conversational text, while of great value to the
beginner, would tend to become rather tedious for the experienced
programmer.
Alan A. McCann
Review of Computers in Society, Donald H. Sanders. McGraw-Hill,
1973. Pp. 372. $9.00.
According to a recent report, all educated persons should have
a knowledge of (1) the development of information processing; (2)
the basic concepts of computer hardware and software; (3) the
social impact of computer usage; and (4) the ways in which com
puters are applied. The author sets out to meet this need and
divides his book into four sections accordingly. Much of Parts 1
and 2 are derived from his earlier book, Computers in Business
(now in paperback), but the remainder is original material discus
sing the role of computers in society.
The result is a sound but uninspiring book. It presents the
material of a journalist through the pen of an academic, and the
effect is neither exciting nor profound. Part 3, on “Computer
influence in a changing society” is especially disappointing in view
of the book’s title. It discusses the effect of computers on indivi
duals in a superficial, short-term way, ignoring some of the far
greater long-term social consequences.
The publishers are to be commended for the low price. How
ever, the design by Progressive Typographers leaves much to be
desired. The lay-out of paragraphs, the black line down each page,
the position or absence of page numbers, the sideways chapter
headings, the excessive use of italics and the ridiculous cover can
hardly be called “progressive.” A goo d design should help, not
hinder, the reader.
J. B. Hext
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The Social Implications of the
Australian Computer Society
By W. N. Holmes*

This paper notes the development of the Australian Computer Society, the discussion of its adoption of
formal qualifications for entrance, and the problems encountered by the Society, and by overseas
computer societies.
The paper then questions the wisdom of basing a professional society on specific machinery, doubts the
existence of a profession embraced by the Australian Computer Society, and suggests that social rather
than professional objectives should be adopted by the Society.
DESCRIPTORS
Social Implications
Professional Aspects
CR CATEGORIES
2.1, 2.2, 2.3
This document was prepared using the Edit and Script facilities of the Cambridge Monitor System
running under CP67. The paper has been modified from its original form in response to comments from
the Journal’s referee, to whom the author is most grateful.

Computer Societies
In many parts of the world, groups of people with a
common interest in the use of computing machinery
have formed Societies devoted to fostering the use of
computers, much as Societies have in the past been
formed to foster the use of horses.
Several professional or quasi-professional organisa-'
tions exist in the United States for people who use
computers to earn a living.
The IEEE Computer Society was formed in 1971 as a
development of a group within the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc., and concentrates on the
computing machinery itself - “The Society shall strive
to advance the theory and practice of computer and
information processing technology.” (McCluskey 1970).
The Association for Computing Machinery was formed '
for early computer users, and now seems to be strongly
influenced by academic members - indeed, most articles
published in its Journal (though not in its Communica
tions) are incomprehensible without advanced study and
continuing interest in academic subjects like mathemati
cal logic. The A.C.M., as it becomes more like the IEEE
Computer Society, is working with it and nine other
similar organisations to establish a Computer Founda
tion. These efforts have not been without problems, but
have finally been “rewarded” by the formation of the
Institute for Certification of Computer Professionals.
The A.C.M. itself has prescribed ethical behaviour, but
is silent on enforcement of the prescription.
The principal body in the United Kingdom is the
British Computer Society (for history see Douglas 1972)
though unions are starting to take an interest in repre
senting programmers. This Society has set up professional
qualifications, and is actively laying down ethics and
guidelines.
Taylor (1972, in an article which should, as a duty to
their Society, have been closely read by all Australian

Computer Society fellows, members, associates, affiliates
and students) gives some history of the Australian Com
puter Society “as a background to the movement taking
place within the Society towards the development of
professional membership status and qualifications.
These have been one of the principal aims of the Society
for some time and have led to present controversies on
the level of qualifications required for professional status
and on the setting and conducting of entrance examina
tions for that purpose . . .”.
Nevertheless, the thesis of this present paper is that'
Computer Societies, particularly the Australian Com
puter Society, are misguided in trying to create an
profession out of a common interest of their members in
computers, and that these Societies should pay more
attention to seeking, fostering, and nurturing the
existing common interest.
To support this thesis, the nature of professionals and
professions generally, the nature of the “computer
profession” in particular, and the basis of the “computer
profession” will be examined in turn. Then future
patterns of use of computers by various professions, and,
finally, social objectives for a Computer Society will be
suggested. These objectives will not be suggested in
implication that none is held or pursued by Computer
Societies, but.in substitution as a body to correct a mis
placed emphasis.
Professionals and Professions
Because there are professional footballers, there is a
footballing profession. Here the adjective “professional”
indicates that the footballer is actually being paid for
playing football, and the epithet is used to distinguish
him from the very many more of his fellow sportsmen
who play football merely for enjoyment.
In this paper, such saliently monetary professions are
not considered, but the so-called “learned professions”
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are meant when professions are discussed. However, it
should be borne in mind that this important distinction
is not always applied as it is in this paper. For instance,
“the new American definition of professional is ‘supercompetent’ - that’s what a computer professional is, in
some well defined area.” (Stone 1972).
Professions are based on disciplines, though not
necessarily directly. Engineering is a profession in this
sense, though definitions often used may seem rather
wide-ranging - “Engineering is the art of applying the
resources of nature, scientific principles and the accumu
lated experience of its practitioners for the use and
convenience of mankind.” (Storr 1972).
To be professional is not the same as being a member
of a profession.
The three important aspects of being a member of a
profession are, firstly the practice of a profession,
secondly the attainment by education and experience of
proficiency in that profession, and thirdly the acceptance
by other members of the profession. Thus, “Professional
Engineering is the responsible practice of engineering by
persons who have attained a level of education and
experience accepted by a consensus of its practitioners.”
(ibid.).
Persons of such attainment formally become members
of a profession when they are accepted into membership
of the appropriate recognised professional institution.
Often, such professional institutions are recognised by
legislation, or Royal Charter.
Professional behaviour, on the other hand, is collo
quially ascribed to persons who consistently and reliably
discharge technical duties within their self-interpreted
sphere of competence. Ideally, “To pursue or to do the
task for its own sake, to have it well and faithfully done,
to be to no small degree a perfectionist, to engage to the
full the talent, the skill and the knowledge in the daily
task, usually in the service of some other human, seem
to me the very heart of the concept of a profession.”
(Sir Garfield Barwick, quoted in Corbett 1973 p. 171).
The law views professional responsibility more practi
cally, and it does not strictly relate duty to monetary
reward. “Every person who practises a learned profession
owes a duty quite irrespective of any contract and quite
irrespective of the receipt of any fee to possess and to
exercise reasonable skill and care in the performance of
his professional work.” (Hughes 1972 p. 9). But, “The
law does not require that such a person should possess
and exercise the highest standard of expertise or else be
found liable for damages for breach of contract if some
thing goes wrong. Generally speaking, the relevant
standard is the ordinary skill of the average practitioner
of the particular profession.” (ibid. p. 8).
Computer Societies are moving to guarantee profes
sional behaviour by adopting codes of ethics, and to
establish a profession by prescribing qualifying examina
tions. Both these movements are placeboes.
Firstly, professional behaviour cannot be guaranteed
simply by defining what it is and what it is not, and
Society mechanisms for enforcing a code of ethics are
absent or feeble. “Ethical behaviour is a state of mind,
not rules and regulations imposed by some outside
group or professional body.” (Groves 1972). At worst,
“If patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel, profes
sional ethics is the last refuge of the professional
scoundrel.” (Pryor 1973).
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Secondly, a profession cannot be established simply by
a Society constructing barricades against latecomers,
particularly when the earlycomers have nothing more in
common than a confessed interest in a certain category
of machinery. Indeed, it might be considered presump
tuous when a Society recommends to itself “that the
Society should become the leading established body in
the field of computer technology . . .” (Hinde 1972), and
“that the Society should be the national authority on
these matters and deferred to as such by other national
bodies and business concerns.” (ibid.).
The “Computer Professional”
In their strivings towards recognition as professional
institutions, the various Computer Societies have con
centrated on prescribing professional behaviour and on
prescribing professional qualifications.
The first and most fundamental aspect of being a
member of a profession - the practice of a profession has usually been ignored by Computer Societies, in
favour of the aspects of educational attainment and
acceptance by Society members through some form of
initiation.
The assumption is usually made that anyone whose
work is centred on computers is practising in the “com
puter profession”. Taylor (1972) seems to feel that ACS
members are programmers, but “by programmers (he)
mean(s) this in a general way to include systems analysts
and designers, software specialists, programming mana
gers, coders, etc.”. To a very large degree, all these
categories are tentative job designations, not professional
offices. The U.S. government found some dispute when
it attempted to define the job of a programmer, and
positions such as systems analyst are often used to keep
ambitious programmers in hand or entice other em
ployers’ programmers. Job advertisements show this
clearly.
For at least the programming manager, whose next
step up the inevitable ladder is probably to some position
such as EDP manager, whatever programming capability
he might have is of increasingly limited benefit. “Of
course, a good understanding of the trends of computer
technology is still essential for a successful EDP manager;
but it is only one ingredient, and he need not have so
high a level of expertise as his computer scientists. The
managerial ingredients he needs are more in number,
and each is just as important as the technical.” (Nolan
1973 p. 145).
Even in the apparently straightforward calling of
programmer qua programmer, many species are found system programmers, application programmers, commer
cial programmers, scientific programmers, software
programmers, firmware programmers, maintenance pro
grammers - but the entire crew may be obsolescent.
In writings on data processing, followers of a wondrous
farrago of trades and occupations cluster under the sign
of “the computer professional”, including not only
people who use computers or advise other people how
to use computers or advise other people who advise other
people how to use computers, but also people who
design, manufacture, sell and maintain computers digital
and analogue, electronic and hydraulic.
The only common link between the great variety of
people said to be practising the “computer profession”
J25
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is their dependence on computing machinery.
Perhaps this is due to the youth of the “computer
profession”. Perhaps the efforts of Computer Societies
to establish a profession will result in their members
becoming proficient in some discipline implied in the
aspirations of their Society.
Computer Science and Informatics
The most frequent name for the professional patronage
of Computer Societies is computer science or, in defiance
of the standard definition of information (Tootill 1968
p. 3), information science. It is therefore appropriate to
investigate what is meant by computer science.
“The computer and the phenomena surrounding it are
the main objects of study in computer science.” (Amarel
1971). This is a simple statement (not a definition), and
the idea underlies all definitions or explanations of com
puter science. There are inconsistencies. Amarel gives,
with his “global” explanation quoted immediately
above, a “local” observation. “The concept of a procedure
- an algorithm - is of primary significance to computer
science.” Yet Euclid’s algorithm preceded Babbage.
Algorithms do not need computing machinery, uor
procedures a compiler.
It has been said that “Computer science might variously
be called the science of algorithms, the science of com
puting machines, or the science of digitized information.
However none of these is satisfactory. I prefer to think
of computer science as the science devoted to the exten
sion of the uses of (computing?) machines in the service
of mankind.” (Hammer 1970).
However, if one is precise, the two terms computer and
science are incompatible because computer is not an
adjective to be applied to a discipline. Grammatically,
computer science should be contrasted to physical
science, natural science, and medical science.
As well as grammatically, the ill-usage can be seen by
considering why there is not a telescope science em
bracing astronomy, surveying, and fire-spotting, or a
microscope science embracing biology, metallurgy, and
philately, or a telephone science embracing salesman
ship, management and espionage. In other words, a
science should not be circumscribed by the applicability
of one of its instruments.
The situation is not improved by adopting computing
science as the basis for a professional body, for such a
body would most appropriately embrace mainly actuaries,
statisticians, and numerical analysts. Very few “systems
analysts and designers, software specialists, programming
managers, coders” spend much time doing their own
computations.
The use of the word science can also be questioned.
Draffan (1973) believes the title computing science “best
conveys the technological and, practical nature of the
subject”, and Jueneman (1972) proposes splitting of
“the programming profession” into “Computer Science”
and “Information Engineering”.
Insofar as computer science is “the science of algo
rithms”, “the science of digitized information” . . ., it
is not necessary to base it on machinery. Only the name
forces it to be so.
A better name for such a machine independent science
would be data science, and its companion technology
would be data engineering.
Information science is not a suitable term to replace
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computer science, because information is “in automatic
data processing the meaning that a human assigns to
data by means of the known conventions used in its
representation.” (Tootill 1968 p. 3). From this view
point, information science is properly the stamping
ground of librarians, psychologists, and patent attorneys.
The term data processing, applied to the industry, has
held sway much longer than the narrower term informa
tion processing {ibid. pp. 4-5), which term has probably
been pushed into favour by mathematically trained
people who have heard of information theory during
their formal education and who link this to the informa
tion retrieval (not in Tootill 1968) of librarians, and do
not take the necessary step of calling what computers
sometimes do for librarians, data retrieval.
In Europe, a discipline called informatics is being
developed. Sometimes informatics is equated to computer
science, sometimes informatics is defined for its own sake.
Zemanek (1972), for example, sees informatics as having
four basic generalised theories - of formal description, of
process organisation, of programming, and of computer
application, though the second two theories should
perhaps be considered as special cases of the first two.
Clearly, some science or other (and maybe a techno
logy or two) lurks behind the computer. The fatal
mistake is to directly amalgamate the science with the
machinery. This mistake was quite clearly seen by Papert
in the context of computer use by small children. “Thus
in its embodiment as the physical computer, computa
tion opens a vast universe of things to do. But the real
magic comes when this is combined with the conceptual
power of the theoretical ideas associated with computa
tion.” (Papert 1970).
Use of Computers in Various Professions
However the discipline supporting and using algo
rithms, procedures, and general problem solving tech
niques might be viewed or named, two contrasting
attitudes to the discipline can be taken by professional
users of computers - an attitude of aparthood from
professionals who don’t use computers, and an attitude
of togetherness with other workers in the field of study
being aided by computers. The question is whether the
computer is an end, or a means to an end.
The first attitude seeks to separate the discipline from
other disciplines. For example - “At this time computer
science is a distillate from mathematics, engineering,
and language. The reasons that it is a separate field are
numerous. Among these are the withdrawal of mathema
ticians and engineers from the rest of society. Mathemati
cians have declared themselves independent, engineering
schools ignore their responsibility for education of non
engineers and so it is up to computer scientists to develop
and teach cogent theories which technically are mathema
tical, to teach computer languages which neither en
gineers nor mathematicians seem to comprehend, to
increase the relevance of computers to man, and to
guide their future designs.” (Hammer 1970).
This aparthood is the attitude usually struck by Com
puter Societies, though it is not confined to them or
always instigated directly by them. They mistakenly
view the widespread use of computers as supporting
their apotheosis, and ignore the fundamental place of
computation in most modern professions.
It will come about that every modern science and
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profession will use digital computers extensively as
instruments and resources. For example, the Committee
on Physics in Two-Year Colleges has approved by
unanimous ballot that “Physics faculty members in twoyear colleges as well as those in four-year colleges and
universities have a professional obligation to: (a) become
proficient in the application of computers in teaching
their own disciplines ;(&)...; (c) use computing services
in their teaching wherever appropriate.” (Taylor 1973).
Thus, to the majority of professionals interaction with
computers will be commonplace. These professionals will
themselves be trained in the use of computers, and will
look to programmers for skills beyond those they
already possess. This is the future, and a Computer
Society can help bring it about and flourish in it.
Computer Societies are in fact working towards this
future, but their vision of it seems blurred, and their
pursuit of professional segregation will delay attainment
of this future.
Objectives for a Computer Society
There are several questions which a Computer Society
should ask before attempting to establish a profession.
Firstly, what is the profession, and why should there
be such a profession?
Secondly, is the Society ready to become a professional
institution? Is its membership appropriate?
Finally, is it right to establish a profession, any pro
fession, in the image of existing professions (Pryor 1973)?
“As modern professions use the scientific approach,
they become increasingly subject to inversion of priorities,
instrumentalism, and detachment, even isolation, from
humanity. Professions then tend to become increasingly
schizophrenic in their conduct, as though the split
between the realm of expertise and the social nexus in
which it functions were nonexistent or, worse, un
important.” (Haberer 1972 p. 721).
This paper is intended to demonstrate that an appro
priate profession has not been, and should not be,
defined, that the Australian Computer Society and its
overseas bedmates are not ready or fitting to become
professional institutions, and therefore that attempts to
convert Computer Societies into professional institutions
should be given up.
If it is not to be a professional institution, then what
should a Computer Society strive to do? (The reader
should not infer that the Australian Computer Society,
or any other Computer Society, does not hold objectives
such as those suggested in the following list - it is rather
the complaint of this paper that Computer Societies have
been bewitched from the pursuit of their humanistic
objectives by the lure of professional status.)
* To act in accord with the motto “The computer must
be a common tool, not an oligarchal instrument”. This
must be the most basic objective, the one on which all
the others are founded.
* To encourage and assist the positive and constructive
introduction of computers into all levels of education.
The emphasis must not be on using computers to
instruct (deLone 1971),nor on instructing students to
program (Lewis 1973), but on the direct use of com
puters by students (Berry et al. 1970, Papert 1970).
* To encourage trade organisations to take a definite
interest in the use of computers. This might be done
by offering volunteers to retrain potentially redundant
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

workers, or to assist in solving some of the organisa
tions’ problems using computers.
* To encourage established professions to take a definite
interest in the use of computers. This might be done
by negotiating to have programming or computing
skills recognised as part of every professional qualifica
tion, particularly accounting qualification, and even
as a compulsory part.
* To encourage Computer Society members to take an
interest in an appropriate established profession. For
example, many programmers in commercial employ
ment should strive to become qualified accountants,
or even actuaries.
* To assist public bodies such as legislatures, courts and
commissions in applying informed reason to considera
tions of public use of computers. This might be done
by offering a roster of distinguished members ex
perienced in various applications of computers, and
who have offered their services in this public duty.
* To await with patience (and eventually sponsor) the
emergence of specialist trades or professions (what
ever they might turn out to be (Tou 1970, Wegner
1970) directly dependent on the use of computers.
* To review and influence public debate on uses of
computers. Often, public discussion of computerrelated issues verges on hysteria, and Computer
Societies have a duty to see that beneficial uses of the
computer are fostered just as much as they have a duty
to see that detrimental uses are avoided.
To stress these objectives is surely more worthwhile,
human, and satisfying than to pursue ethical behaviour
and professional orthodoxy shackled to Boolean
machinery.
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Book Review
Digital Computer Concepts: A Self-Instructional Programmed
Manual, by Vester Robinson (Reston). 300 pp., $7.95.
This book claims to be “indispensable as a reference manual to
computer installers, technicians, operators and programmers” by
an author who “has spent 25 years in teaching electricity, electron
ics and computers”.
The format of the book is quite readable and the programmed
instruction should be effective, however, the material would be of
interest only to a reader approaching computers from a technical
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background in electronics. The title might mislead an unwary
layman into believing that this book was a general introduction
to computers and the type of work which they perform. Instead,
he will be initiated into the mysteries of unbiased clampers, Schmitt
triggers and single shot multivibrators.
I feel that the book must be of limited use as a general reference
but may provide a relatively painless means by which more may
be learned of the internal machinations of a digital computer.
J. Juliff
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A Discussion on a Multi-Master Sequentially
Organized File Maintenance System
By A. Y. Montgomery*
/
Little information appears in the literature about how the design of a multi-master file maintenance
system should be approached although such designs are probably commonplace in practice. This paper
discusses the problem by outlining a number of questions that arise in the design of such systems and
by suggesting alternate answers to these questions. The intent of the paper is tutorial rather than
expository.

System Description
Consider the multi-file maintenance system as out
lined in Figure 1.
A specific example of a Debtor’s Ledger and Inventory
File Maintenance system is shown so as to make the
problems more concrete. Invoice data created by an
Invoicing Machine after physical withdrawal of goods
from the store and containing at least the fields itemnumber, customer-number, invoice number and invoice
amount is read into the edit program. The edit program
would check for the usual syntax errors and pass data
to the Edited Data File. The Edited Data File is sorted
to Debtor’s Ledger Master File sequence before applica
tion to that file by the UPDATE-1 program. During the
update “mismatch” errors would be discovered on some
customer numbers: a mismatch error exists when a
transaction attempts to amend or delete a master file

record with a key value that does not exist on the Old
Master or attempts to insert a record with a key value
that already exists on the Old Master file (Laden &
Gildersleeve, 1963). Fully correct transactions would be
passed to the File-A, sorted to Inventory Master File
sequence and applied to the Inventory file by UPDATE2. Both the Debtor’s Ledger and Inventory master files
would almost certainly be involved in other processing
runs: for example the Debtor’s Ledger might be used to
produce monthly accounts while the Inventory File
might be used to prepare Stock Control and Purchasing
information. It is because the predominant volume of
processing on the Debtor’s Ledger file is in customer
number sequence and that of the Inventory File is in
item number sequence that different sequences are
chosen for the two files.
The format of transactions within the system is as
DEBTOR'S
LEDGER

INVENTORY

EDITED
DATA
FILE
INVOICE

EDIT

EDIT
REPORT

FILE A
SORT

|
I

UPDATE-1

SORT

UPDATE-2

-2

SORT TO
INVENTORY ,
SEQUENCE /

SORT TO
DEBTOR'S
LEDGER
SEQUENCE

UPDATE-1 I
MISMATCH J
REPORT

J

UPDATE-2 |
MISMATCH |
REPORT

|

Figure 1. Multi-Master File Maintenance System
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KEY-1

KEY-2

.

.

.

KEY-N

TYPE

DATA

ERROR VECTOR

<---------------------- KEY FIELDS---------------------->
Figure 2 (a). Internal Transaction Format

KEY

TYPE

BASIC

DETAIL DATA

DATA

Figure 2 (b). A Static Master File Record
■ HEADER■

KEY

TYPE

«------------- TRAILER-1--------------- >

BASIC
DATA

KEY

TYPE

DETAIL
DATA-1

- TRAILER-2-

KEY

TYPE

DETAIL
DATA-2

Figure 2 (c). A Dynamic Master File Structure

outlined in Figure 2 (a). The transaction is composed of
one or more KEY fields which uniquely identify the
Master File record to which it relates, a TYPE field
which indicates, for example, whether the transaction is
an AMEND, DELETE or INSERT, several DATA
fields and an ERROR VECTOR which contains inform
ation about errors found in the transaction at the various
stages of processing.
The format of the Main File records typically take
one of two forms, either static or dynamic. A static
record consists of a single fixed or variable length record
containing a KEY field, perhaps a TYPE field and a
number of DATA fields which are modified by the detail
transactions. Figure 2 (b). An example of the use of this
method would be an inventory system where only the
on-hand balance need be maintained (and no on-order
information). Each detail transaction modifies the
Master balance field and is no longer needed in the
system. In the dynamic system there are effectively two
master record types: a HEADER containing the BASIC
DATA and zero or more TRAILERS containing, in
effect, copies of the DETAIL transactions which were
amendments to that master file record. Figure 2 (c). An
example of the use of the DYNAMIC organization
would be a Debtor’s Ledger system where the HEADER
might contain the CUSTOMER BASIC DATA and the
trailers the details of all unpaid invoices. As their names
imply the static record remains relatively fixed in length
from run to run of the system whereas the amount of
data associated with each master record in the dynamic
system fluctuates considerably from run to run.
This paper discusses alternative methods of maintain
ing such multi-master file systems.
We need to remark before we launch into the main
body of the paper that one needs to keep in mind the
objectives and criteria of evaluation for the system
designed. Is the System to be designed to minimise the
total file passing time, to maximise user satisfaction, to
minimise operator intervention, to minimise program
ming cost or programming elapsed time, or some com

bination of these? Because the priorities of objectives
vary from system to system it is not possible to give clear
cut answers in this paper; rather it is the purpose merely
to outline alternatives and leave it to the reader to choose
between the alternatives based on his own specific cir
cumstances.
Question 1
Why organize the suite as two serially connected up
dates (as in Figure 1) rather than two totally separate
systems (as in Figure 3)?
1.1 If separate edit runs are required (which is not
necessarily the case) then one run is saved by the serial
arrangement.
1.2 In general (see Questions 4 and 7) it is necessary
to pass data from one master file system to the other.
As a bare minimum there will be a need to submit cor
rections to one file system when errors are found in the
data during application to the other file system. For the
unconnected case this would require transactions relat
ing to one master file system to be generated, printed on
a report and manually passed to the other master file
system. Alternately the transactions could be generated
automatically by the one file system, and passed to the
other on a magnetic file. Figure 3 (b). However if the
volume of transactions from one file to the other were
usually very low, the automatic alternative would seem
scarcely justified.
The reader will realize that the systems of Figure 3 (a)
may well arise not by choice but by virtue of the time
sequence of implementation of the two sub-systems or
because two separate people were allocated to the task.
Nevertheless there is some natural interconnection
between the sub-systems and thus the system of Figure I
is a natural choice.
Question 2
If the organization is to be serial, which master file
should be updated first?
2.1 The immediate reaction is to put the file first
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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I UPDATE-1
INVOICE

SORT

EDIT-1
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TO DEBTOR'S
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EDIT
RECEIPTS

SEQUENCE

REPORT

SORT

EDIT-2

INVENTORY

UPDATE-2

TO
INVENTORY
EDIT
REPORT

SEQUENCE

UPDATE-2
MISMATCH
REPORT

Figure 3 (a). Multi-Master File Maintenance Run as Two Separate Systems

which has the larger number of transactions directed to
it so that the volume of transactions going to FILE-A
and subsequent processes is reduced. In the example
under study this would involve reversing the order of
the Master Files from that shown in Figure 1, since
presumably there will be a number of line items pur
chased per invoice and thus per customer and only the
aggregate effect needs to be passed to the Debtor’s
Ledger.
2.2 Another consideration relates to the possibility
that transactions could be used to update the first master
file which are subsequently found to cause mismatch
condition on the second master file. Some advantage
would be gained by placing last the file with the key
value which is most thoroughly checked at the EDIT
stage. For example in the situation under discussion it
might be more likely that the CUSTOMER NUMBER
could be a check-digited number than that the ITEM
NUMBER be one, simply because of the different pro
cesses involved in allocating numbers to items and to
customers. So the Debtor’s Ledger file should be placed
last since there is but a small chance that a mismatch
condition will arise at all and a smaller chance that an
item with a CUSTOMER NUMBER mismatch will be
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

accepted at the Inventory update stage. In effect we put
first the file on which we will discover most errors for
this limits the amount of subsequent error-correction
activity.
Question 3
Will all edit reports relating to the one transaction
appear together or will there be a number of separate
reports?
3.1 The reports shown dotted in Figure 1 are part of
a not untypical situation in which an EDIT REPORT,
an UPDATE-1 MISMATCH REPORT and an UP
DATE-2 MISMATCH REPORT are all created and
each of these might refer to the one or closely related
transaction(s). The sequences of the reports are INPUT,
DEBTOR’S LEDGER and INVENTORY SEQUENCE
respectively: if the volume of rejects on those reports is
non-trivial a maddening circumstance arises for the
DATA CONTROL OFFICER since the reports have to
be reconciled. For the report of a system where EDIT
ING and update phases are separated see Fenna (Fenna,
1966) and Mackay (Mackay, 1966).
3.2 The alternative to separate reports is to pass
appropriately, flagged and sequence-numbered invalid
131
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EDIT

UPDATE

EDIT

UPDATE

Figure 3 (b). Two Separate Systems with Inter-Connecting Files

transactions through the system, to sort them to INPUT
sequence and to print them of! in one lot. Apart from the
ease of use, this alternative requires but one print pro
gram rather than three part-programs. The format of
transactions and both the updates of course become more
complicated, in addition this method requires that all
invalid transactions pass right thru UPDATES 1 and 2
which increases the volume of processing. An even
greater increase in processing occurs if all transactions,
valid and invalid, are required to be printed on the
“ERROR REPORT” for then every transaction must
be passed thru every stage of the system.
Question 4
Will there be transfers on the files and if so which
ones?
133

4.1 A transfer arises when data relating to one key
value is to be stored under another key value. One such
situation might arise when an item code is to be changed
to that of another item because, for example, the latter
is the more inclusive or the former is obsolete. One way
of handling transfers is to delete the old item, reporting
all the details on a suitable report and to manually re
insert the item under the new key value. Alternately
details of the items for transfer can be deleted from the
Master File and output to a TRANSFERS file, the con
tents of which are subsequently amalgamated with other
transactions and presented to the update program as
insertions under the new key value. Figure 4.
Even if the number of transfers per run is low an
automatic system might be justified if the volume of
detail associated with a master record is high, since the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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Figure 4. Using an Output File from the Update to Implement Transfers

work involved in resubmitting a transferred item and
the chance of transcription error will be high and ideally
should be avoided. Whether there is an automatic trans
fer system or not there should definitely be a complete
listing of all records added to or deleted from the file
for auditing purposes.
4.2 For a multi-master file situation there need be
only one TRANSFERS FILE. Referring now to Figure
1 transfer transactions originating at UPDATE-1 would
pass via FILE-A, SORT-2 and UPDATE-2 to a TRANS
FERS FILE and thence back to SORT-1, UPDATE-1,
FILE-A, SORT-2 back to UPDATE-2 in the next run.
If an automatic transfers system is used care needs to
be taken that the complete transfer process can take
place. If care is not taken one half of the transfer may
be successful whilst the other fails. This situation would
require some complicated manual procedure to rein
state records on the file to a fully correct condition.
A workable system splits the transfer transaction into
two parts - a deletion of the Master File record with the
old key value (the DEL fragment) and an insertion under
the new key value (the INS fragment) - at the edit stage
and checks both the DEL and the INS fragments for
mismatch in the first of two runs. An unsatisfactory sit
uation develops if the INS fragment is actioned but the
DEL fragment fails since a further delete transaction
would be needed. This situation would, however, be rare
because usually the INS fragment needs data from the
Old Master File record with the old key value. If a mis
match occurred on the DEL fragment no insertion trans
action could be created.
A more likely situation arises if the DEL fragment is
actioned but the INSERT generated from the INS frag
ment results in a mismatch condition because a record
with the “new” key value is already on file: here the INS
fragment would have to be re-submitted under a cor
rected key value or re-submitted under the same key
value that was previously rejected, after a deletion trans
action had removed the offending record. This re
submission would be particularly difficult if some of the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

details on the insert transaction came from a record
which had been now deleted.
If the DEL fragment does not give rise to a mismatch,
an INSERT transaction is output to the TRANSFERS
file containing the new key value and all the necessary
details from the record with the old key value for action
ing in the next run, together with a DELETE transaction
for the old key value to be actioned in the next run. If
the DEL fragment encounters a mismatch condition no
transaction is output to the TRANSFERS file. In both
the mismatch and no mismatch case the OLD MASTER
file record with the old key value is copied across to the
NEW MASTER file.
If no mismatch condition is encountered with the INS
fragment, the life of that half of the transfer terminates.
However if a mismatch condition is encountered, two
REJECT transactions are raised and output to the
TRANSFERS file. These REJECT transactions have the
old key value and new key value respectively and are
given TYPE-field values which cause them to be sorted
in front of any transactions generated by the DEL frag
ment. The Update programs should then be organized
to ignore either an INSERT transaction or a DELETE
transaction which is preceded by a REJECT transaction
and to ignore any REJECT transactions which are not
accompanied by other INSERT or DELETE trans
actions generated by transfers.
Question 5
Should master file BASIC DATA be incorporated in
the system in separate file maintenance runs or as an
integral part of the system?
5.1 If the master files are updated with BASIC
DATA in separate processes, separate file handling runs
and presumably separate edit/update programs will be
required. Having separate runs neither eradicates nor
makes more acute the problem which arises because of
mistakes which occur when BASIC DATA has failed to
be included by the time amending detail transactions are
applied.
133
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Figure 5. Using a Suspense File to Handle Amendment Mismatches

5.2 If all BASIC DATA and amending transactions
are processed by the same edit and update programs,
more complex programs result but the amount of file
handling, the number of runs and programs are all
reduced. If the BASIC DATA transactions are given
TYPE fields numerically lower than amending trans
actions and all transactions are sorted to ascending
TYPE within key value sequence, the BASIC DATA
transactions will always be applied before any amending
detail transactions, so no mismatch condition need be
generated if BASIC DATA and amending transactions
are input in the same run.
Question 6

Should there be only one EDIT for all data types for
both master files or a number of separate edits?
6.1 This question has been already touched on in
Section 1.1 and 5.1. In the specific system under discus
sion and in many other multi-master file situations the
sources of data for each of the Master File systems have
some commonality. If there is commonality of data
sources, a common edit program obviates duplicate
handling and processing. If there is no commonality of
data sources a common edit program simply offers a
way of reducing the number of programs in the suites at
the expense of greater complexity in the one remaining
edit program.

problem mentioned in 5.1, the manual procedure would
prove unsatisfactory.
7.2 One possible alternative is to hold mismatching
items other than insertion mismatches (which would be
reported immediately and handled manually) on a
SUSPENSE FILE for a number of runs in the hope that
the matching BASIC DATA would be submitted, thereby
ridding the system of the mismatch condition on that
key, Figure 5. If, after a criterion number of runs, the
transactions were still mismatched they would be reported
and dealt with manually as described in 6.1.
7.3 A further alternative is to accept the mismatch
ing amendment transactions on the MASTER FILE and
to allow them to remain there for a criterion number of
runs pending the arrival of the matching BASIC DATA
insertion transactions. This method requires that in the
update phase an attempted insertion when keys match
should only be deemed an error (mismatch) condition
when BASIC DATA information is already on the file
and should be accepted if the data with a matching key
value already on file is DETAIL information only. In
addition all programs processing master files would need
to be capable of handling (ignoring?) the details in sus
pense: in particular some thought would have to be
given to the effect of suspense details upon file reconcil
iation totals both control fields and record counts.
Question 8

Question 7

If an amendment record is found to cause a mismatch
should it be rejected outright, held on a suspense file or
accepted on file pending the arrival of matching BASIC
DATA?
7.1 The simplest way to handle mismatches is to
print them on a MISMATCH REPORT in the expecta
tion that a transaction will be generated manually and
submitted subsequently, thus mending the situation. If
the volume of mismatches is high and particularly if a
large portion of mismatches were caused by the timing
134

If an error is found in a transaction at the UPDATE-2
stage after components of the transaction have been
accepted on to earlier files at the UPDATE-1 stage what
action should be taken?
8.1 Referring to Figure 1 a transaction consisting of
INVOICE NUMBER, CUSTOMER NUMBER,
AMOUNT PAYABLE followed by a number of occur
rences of LINE ITEM NUMBER and QUANTITY
fields could easily be accepted at the UPDATE-1 stage
because the INVOICE NUMBER and AMOUNT PAY
ABLE fields had edited correctly and because the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol, 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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CUSTOMER NUMBER on the transaction matched
with one on the OLD MASTER file. However the trans
action might be rejected subsequently because one of the
ITEM NUMBERS caused a mismatch at the UPDATE2 stage. If during design it is established that this situa
tion might occur quite frequently, one needs to decide
what to do about it. In the specific DEBTOR’S
LEDGER/INVENTORY SYSTEM described where
transactions entering the system from the invoicing
machine relate to items actually taken from the store
and actually sent to a customer, one does not wish to
reverse the action of registering an amount owed by a
particular customer because that amount is most cer
tainly owed. The mismatch condition at the UPDATE-2
stage is probably due to a keyboard error on the part of
the invoicing machine operator: in these circumstances
corrective action needs to be applied to the second master
file only. However in the general situation corrective
action will be required on both master files and we must
therefore consider what form this action should take.
8.2 The simplest solution and the one appropriate
for most low volume systems would be to output such
errors to a report and to generate manual transactions
to correct the situation on both master files.
8.3 In the situation where no corrective action need
ever be taken on the first master file, a system such as
that depicted in Figure 6 might be appropriate in which
items are held in suspense on a SUSPENSE FILE which
holds transactions applying to UPDATE-2 only.
8.4 For the general situation changes to both master
files can be effected via a TRANSFERS file such as that
shown dotted in Figure 6. If UPDATE-2 is to be capable
of creating transactions to reverse actions taken at the
UPDATE-1 stage there needs to be available information
about what was done at the UPDATE-1 stage: the only
way of having this information available is to pass that
part of the transactions used in UPDATE-I to UPDATE2 also. If this is done the order of the two updates will
have no effect upon the total transaction volume passed
since all transactions will pass through all stages.
Question 9
Should transaction data be rejected at the batch level,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

record level or field level ?
9.1 If data is rejected at the batch level a single error
in a line item or in the batch header date or in the recon
ciliation of the batch will cause rejection and subsequent
re-submission of the entire batch.
9.2 If data is to be rejected at the record level an
error in a line item will cause rejection of the invoice
containing that line item only and will allow subsequent
re-submission and acceptance of the invoice as a separate
entity.
9.3 If data is to be rejected at the field level an error
in the details of one line item will require the re
submission of that line item only and not of the whole
batch nor of a complete invoice. Rejection at the field
level implies that all other details of the invoice are
either sent forward for actioning by UPDATES 1 and 2,
which might well result in reconciliation difficulties, or,
more likely, are held in suspense (as, for example, a
whole invoice group) awaiting the correction of the
eironeous line item.
In the Inventory/Debtor’s Ledger system described,
the matching of the correction to the erroneous line item
is carried out during UPDATE-1 and requires that the
sequence of SORT-1 be TYPE within LINE NUMBER
within INVOICE NUMBER within CUSTOMER
NUMBER and implies that UPDATE-1 store the lines
of each invoice until the invoice total is reconciled
against the aggregate of the line items and only then to
apply the invoice details to the DEBTOR’S LEDGER
and to pass the line item details to UPDATE-2 marked
with a TYPE field (or an absence of ERROR MARK
ERS) which allows the transactions to be amalgamated
with INVENTORY records. Some input documents
have a very large number of line items - for example
some oil company invoices have up to 50 line items which gives the justification for a system rejecting at the
field level since to need to repunch and resubmit the
invoice header and 49 sets of line item details because of
a single line item error is totally unsatisfactory, if for no
other reason than the delay caused to transactions which
may be rejected a number of times before final actioning.
9.4 An alternative system of dealing with corrections
to circulating batches of line items containing errors is
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outlined in Figure 7. This system assumes that no trans
actions from a batch are to be actioned until a batch
balance is achieved and also assumes that batch registra
tion is required. A batch Registration procedure is
necessary to maintain tight control that no batch is
processed twice and that each batch is processed with a
minimum of delay. The system requires that all trans
actions be available in some form appropriate to input
to the sort program. The sort has two streams of input,
one from the TRANSFERS file and one from the normal
transaction stream. A sort is carried out by ascending
input sequence within batch number before submission
to the edit. In this way amendment transactions can be
submitted with a key value of batch number and input
sequence number, to amend any batch component,
including the batch header itself. Amendments to batch
components are amalgamated with the appropriate
batch during the sort, before presentation to the EDIT.
Part of the EDIT procedure involves the comparison of
the batch number with the Registration File and the up
date of that file. Using this system, amendment trans
actions are available for incorporation in the same run
provided the batch balances and provided, of course,
there are no further errors found at the EDIT and UP
DATE stages.
The reader will be aware that it is necessary to sort all
transactions to input sequence within batch prior to the
print stage, if all errors are to be presented together
(Figure 8 (a)), so that batch checking could be carried
out at the PRINT program stage, but transactions would
not then be available for application to the Master Files
until the next run.
Question 10
Are there any systems which will handle all the
problems outlined so far?
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10.1 One solution which allows for transfers, hold
ing unmatched amendment details in suspense, automatic
generation of correction details by UPDATE-2 directed
to UPDATE-1 (and vice versa) and rejection and subse
quent acceptance of data at the field level is outlined in
Figure 8 (a).
10.2 The alternative given in Figure 8 (b) solves one
major problem of the previous system caused by the
possibility that data which is applied in an early update
may be found to be incorrect in a subsequent update.
The problem is circumvented by completely checking the
validity of all data against all relevant master files before
producing the errors report, a file for circulation with
suspense and transfer items and a file of fully edited
transactions. The fully edited transactions are again
sorted in turn to each of the main file sequences and the
updates carried out without error. This alternative leads
to a less complex programming task but a processing
time which is nearly twice that of the earlier system.
Again the question arises “Who is the system designed
to please?” Clearly this alternate system will be simpler
for the user, since there will be no need to know about
complicated contra entries, but very expensive of
computer time.
Question 11
If disc devices were available, how would the design
of a multi-master file update be altered?
11.1 Referring to Figure 9 it can be seen that it is
possible to have a single EDIT/UPDATE/PRINT/
AUDIT TRAIL program which reads all transactions,
BASIC DATA, DETAILS and CORRECTIONS, edits
the transactions completely for syntax and for mis
match conditions by random access to the master files,
produces a complete edit report in input sequence, com
pletely updates the files, including transfers, and outputs
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974
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an audit trail file for security maintenance. In order to
allow data rejection and re-submission at the field level
and to hold mismatched amending details in suspense
the file shown dotted would have to be circulated from
run to run.
There can be no doubt that the single program written
would be quite large and would be complicated by the
need to maintain Audit Trail details. But this is not the
only problem occasioned by this system. How exactly
are correction and suspense transactions matched up?
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This system requires either a large in-core area or else
some temporary disc files together with sorting of both
corrections and suspense transactions or alternately
some extensive file look up procedure to enable correc
tions to be matched with the offending suspense
transaction.
However there is a further considerable problem which
arises if the Master file organization is sequential and
dynamic. There will almost certainly be occasions when
there will be heavy concentrations of insertion and
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deletion activity on groups of records within a cylinder.
Such a situation can not be handled at all by a conven
tional sequential organization. If an Indexed Sequential
or In-Situ Sequential file organization is used, consider
able overflow space will need to be left in each cylinder
and in the General Overflow area to accommodate the
volatile data. If the overflow areas are heavily used a
considerable processing time penalty will result.
11.2 An alternative is outlined in Figure 10 in which
advantage is made of the random access capabilities of
the file storage medium to fully edit incoming trans
actions for syntax and mismatch conditions and to
prepare transfer transactions for subsequent actioning
by the UPDATE programs. No updating is done at the
EDIT stage, the master files being used in a read only
mode at that time. Random access to the Main Files is
necessary and is, of course, feasible on sequential files
using a binary chop procedure or on indexed sequential
files through the indices. Any security problem, the large
program size and the volatility of records inherent in the
design suggested in 11.1 are all circumvented by utilizing
conventional brought-forward/carried-forward sequen
tial processing to actually update the master files. A
suspense file is still needed to handle amendment detail
mismatches and field level data acceptance. Matching of
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 3, November, 1974

corrections to rejected transactions in suspense would
take place at the UPDATE-1 stage and would require
that SORT-1 sequence be appropriate and that UP
DATE-1 have available sufficient core to reconcile a full
invoice.
But there is a flaw in this proposal! Consider two trans
actions relating to the one master file key arriving at the
EDIT, the first an insertion transaction containing rele
vant details, a fairly frequently occurring sequence of
events. The insertion key value would be compared with
the master file key value; let us assume no match is
found so the insertion is a valid one. No updating of the
master file takes place at this time so the new key value
is not included on the master file. Subsequently the
amendment transaction is checked for a match against
the master file. No match is found so the transaction is
rejected l
One possible solution to this problem is to maintain a
table (or circulating file if the EDIT/PRINT is carried
out more frequently than the UPDATES) containing a
note of all pending addition and deletion transactions.
If both the relevant master file and relevant pending
tables are interrogated, a complete status report of each
transaction can be made at the EDIT stage.
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Short Communication

Digit-Packing For More Effective Data
Transmission
i
By E. G. Wormald*

The effective rate ot' transmission of mixed alphanumeric data, between computers and/or “smart”
terminals, may be substantially increased by packing two decimal digits into a character. Depending
on message content, up to twice the usual character transmission rate may be achieved without chang
ing the bit rate of the transmission link or line.

Problem
Data transmission facilities are often costly, and yet
they appear to be used inefficiently, in the sense of
information transmission. Is it possible to increase the
character throughput of a data link without change to
its physical parameters — i.e. type of modem, signalling
bit rate, etc.? This paper expounds one such possibility,
which could be used in many situations to effect substan
tial economies in the holding lime or number of channels
required for a given data load, to allow more stations
per multi-port line, and/or reduce response times in
“real-time” systems.
Solution
It is usual to transmit data as a string of characters,
each using a pattern of 4 to 8 binary digits (“bits”) in
accord with the signalling code employed. For computerimplicated transmissions, 8 data bits per character is
most common, using codes such as A.S.C.I.l. or
E.B.C.D.I.C. For messages whose content is substan
tially numeric, the invariable use of 8 bits to represent
each decimal digit is unnecessarily lavish because they
may be distinguished from each other by a kernel of 4
bits. Provided they can be satisfactorily recognised at the
receiving end, two such kernels can pack together for
transmission like a normal character. Some possible
complications need be considered, however:
Despite the well-known inefficiency of characterparity (even when supplemented by “longitudinal”
message parity) as an error-detecting arrangement, most
8-bit transmissions consist of 7 data bits plus 1 parity.
If character parity is to be employed with digit-packing,
2 numerics must encode into 7 bits. This is possible,
because the 7 bits give a range of 128 useful character
codes, of which only 100 are required for a digit-pair.
Of the many such possible translations of the pair,
binary-coded-century (“b.c.c.”) appears the most con
venient. This is the multi-bit representation often times
one of the digits plus the other of the pair.
The possibility of standardisation makes it desirable
that b.c.c. should be used regardless of the availability
of the 8th bit, but one or more of the following factors
contra-indicate:

(a) The memory space required for translation by
table look-up may not be available.
(b) The additional computing load imposed, instead
of (a), by the multiplication or division operation
required for each translation may not be allow
able. (Note that the alternative for 4-1-4 bit cod
ing, is mask or shift, and add or subtract.)
(c) As described later, because more auxiliary codes
may be employed within the 4+4 arrangement, it
may be possible to achieve greater effective data
compression ratios.
The receiver may have to process a particular character
code in either of two modes, either as a normal alpha
numeric or as a packed pair of numerics. To be effect
ive, there has to be a convenient way of getting it to
change mode. Of riie large number of possibilities, per
haps the most attractive is to use the normal alpha
numeric code to convey the first of a series of digits. It
can then also act as an alert that following “characters”
are really numerics packed in pairs. The obvious way to
change back to alphanumeric mode is to use a pseudonumeric (probably the binary sequence 1010=ten) as an
end-of-numerics signal. This could occur as the first or
second member of a digit-pair according to whether
there has been an odd or even number of digits in the
series, and may be handled by using the pseudo-numeric
(ten) twice if necessary. This latter arrangement would
appear as the binary sequence 10101010 (i.e. ten ten) if
two 4-bit codes are being packed into 8-bits, or as
1100100 (i.e. ten x ten) if into 7 bits.
There is a minor problem with 7-bit packing which
does not occur with 8-bit. If the end-of-numerics (ten)
were allowed to take the low-order position in a digitpair, it would be impossible to distinguish. For example
101000 in b.c.c. could be either 3 ten or 40. This can be
resolved by arranging that b.c.c. representation of a
digit-pair places the first digit in the low-order position
and subjects the second digit to multiplication. Any pair
containing a ten (which must occur as the second mem
ber, regardless of whether the first member is a normal
digit or ten) will then translate to b.c.c. in the range
1100100 (for 0 ten) to 1101110 (for ten ten).

* Senior Systems Engineer, Information Systems Division, Honeywell Pty. Ltd., Waterloo, N.S. W. Manuscript received 12th August 1974.
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Using the foregoing arrangements, the savings in
transmission will be:
No. of consecutive digits
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
No. of transmitted characters 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5
The series is asymptotic to 2 : 1. The savings to be made
will obviously not approach this ratio unless the message
text is mostly long strings'of digits. This situation can
be improved by the introduction of more types of pseudo
digits for the printing control functions which most
commonly intervene between digit strings. For example,
using 4+4 bit packing, eleven may be used for space,
twelve for tab, and thirteen for new line. These would
allow a page-long table of figures with text heading (a
common task) to be transmitted with a compression
ratio above 1 -9 for the message.
In this regard, b.c.c. packing is at a disadvantage.
Only one printing control code (probably space, but
perhaps tab, using pseudo-digit eleven) will fit into the
scheme. Any other function requires return to normal
mode, with a concomitant loss in compression efficiency.
There are many situations in which digit-packing
could be implemented purely be changes to programs
whether in software or firmware (e.g. read-only memory).
In some cases, hardware changes would be necessary.
Digit-packing is equally applicable to start-stop or
synchronous line disciplines, but hardware devoted to
the recognition of special characters such as STX, EOT
or ETX (more usual on synchronous lines) may need to
be disabled or modified because packed characters may
generate these codes. SYN may pose a special problem
because of the peculiar reactions of some hardware to
its occurrence out of the usual context.
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The use of digit-packing is no impediment to any of
the usual forms of error detection or correction, which
would treat any packed pair as a single normal character.
Alternatively, error-checking could be applied to the
unpacked message as it appears in the send and receive
buffers, so that the packing and unpacking processes
could be checked simultaneously with transmission
accuracy.
Conclusion

Digit packing is potentially useful in any situation
where the bit rate of a transmission link is the factor
limiting throughput, i.e. where the devices at each end
of the link are capable of processing characters at an
increased rate. Many existing types of low-speed term
inals have their line speeds dictated by a printer mechan
ism incapable of printing more characters per second
and are consequently unsuitable for digit-packing. Also,
in many current sorts of visual terminals the display is
potentially capable of a faster character rate but the
logic between line and display has been so closely
tailored to its special purpose that the introduction of
digit-packing would not be a practical proposition. How
ever, it is clear that there will be an increasing trend to
the incorporation of general-purpose logic (chiefly in the
direction of microprocessors) guided by firmware, and
hence readily adaptable to digit-packing.
It should be noted that this proposal would contra
vene provisions of Australian Standard XI —1969 (7 bit
coded character set for information processing inter
change). Australian Standard 1070-1971 (Definition of
4-bit character sets derived from the 7-bit set) does not
seem to be relevant.
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